Let's Make the Internet Work For Us

(see p. 7)
Bill and Hillary represent the quintessential baby boomer morality (or amorality) which is why they made it to the White House. Their generation adores them and will vote en bloc to reelect them. Mr. and Mrs. Slick are fully cognizant that so long as they walk upright in the Land of Kosher they shall want not, regret not.

On the other hand, I’ve run into few mixed-race couples who don’t have at least a couple of kids, often more. It doesn’t matter whether the pairing is a black male/white female, white male/Oriental female or whatever. Any type of white/nonwhite coupling seems to result in increased fecundity rates. This phenomenon is both mystifying and sobering.

I received counseling after that. I know now how painful it must be to be called “Jew-boy” or “Jap.” I had hardly recovered from this deflection when I came across the term, “Brit.” The role of the Catholic Church, long a unifying influence in Western culture, certainly deserves a lot of scrutiny, but it makes my blood boil when outsiders inveigh against Catholics, the Christian Right or even holy rollers. For the most part, attacks on Christianity are attacks on Western man.

If diversity is so wonderful, shouldn’t we be concerned about the lack of it in our human imports from black lands.
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know) you can take the savage out of Africa, but you can't take the savage out of the savage. Sharing power and country with such is not mere stupidity, but drooling, slack-jawed, world-destroying idiocy. The most stupid white liberal can rationalize shooting a mad dog or a rattlesnake, but confront that same imbecile with a black gone a-wilding, a much greater threat, and his creativity is as inventive as a fundamentalist who's miscalculated at a snake-handling session.

The Unabomber should be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Outrageous! Not at all. Men-hahem. Begin was awarded the Nobel after a lifetime of even bloodier activities. Begin specialized in dynamiting hotels, raiding British military installations, kidnapping, torturing and casually slaughtering civilians. After 30 years of this he was made Prime Minister of Israel in gratitude for his good deeds.

Jews love "hated" when they are pouring it on others (Palestinians in the Middle East, anti-Semites elsewhere). Jews despise "hated" when the other side does it to them (Adolf Hitler). Jews love "civil rights," which allows them to do to their enemies what their enemies are not allowed to do to them.

Obliterate the past. Fixate on the present. Is not that the secret of controlling people? People without information on what has been going on in the world are like travelers without a map or compass. They can be pulled in any direction by a storm of propaganda because they have no factual knowledge to oppose it. Propaganda is easily refutable by those in the know. The propagandist's primary mission is to see that people he is working on are never in the know.

Did you know they now sell concealable cameras specifically designed to enable working mothers to secretly monitor the nannies they hire to raise their kids?

Wonder if People magazine will ever run a story on the paucity of white NBA players? Wonder if Pat Robertson will lead a protest, as Jesse Jackson did at the Oscars?

Salman Rushdie should not be killed for writing The Satanic Verses. He should be removed from public sight for being so ugly.

Now that former leading ladies of the silver screen have been exposed as having (or boast-ed of having) dallied with blackamoor paras-mours (Doris Day, Jean Seberg, Mae West, Ava Gardner, Evelyn Keyes, Kim Novak, Inger Stevens, Sonja Henie), it does seem to diminish the renegades of countless other Majority actresses like Marilyn Monroe, who formed relationships with Chosen males. After all, the Marilyn Monroe types, despite their lack of discrimination, went to the sheets with whites and avoided the jungle embrace of such luminaries as Joe Louis, Willie Mays and Sammy Davis Jr. There are varying degrees of perversity in the white female. The Marilyn Monroes, despite their flaws, did not plumb the depths.

C.I. Joe will put his life on the line to protect Muslims from Serbs. Red China better lay off Taiwan. Our carriers are there. Kim Il Jong? We'll fight to defend Seoul! As for Is­rael, we'll fight to the last man in its defense! No wonder the Mexican border is a sieve. No one's left at home to defend it.

Well, the lid is off the real reason for the peacekeeping mission in Bosnia. Nothing more than the usual subjugation by multina­tional corporate America of a post-Communist state. Commerce Secretary Ronald McDonald Brown was leading a delegation of plutocrats to begin overseeing the McDonaldization of Bosnia, whose best-laid plans were trashed by a Croatian mountain.

Farrakhan's got a point. If he must register as a Libyan agent, most U.S. politicians should register as Israeli agents!

Does it come as any surprise that Spy magazine rated Texas the #1 worst and most annoying state? There has always been something that New Yorkers viscerally hate about Texas. Spy rated New J oisey as the least annoying state.

The Brando event allowed even the dumbest WASP to see the Jewish Inquisition in action. Why is the only honest public figure in America a Negro—Louis Farrakhan?

My 12-year-old came in from school yesterday to tell me about seeing a Holocaust film. It featured a 12-year-old who was forced by the Germans to drink his own urine to keep from dying of thirst.

I wonder how long it took to disinfect Washington after the Billion Boogie Bash.

I enjoy Instauration (if Ilenjoy" is the correct word). I suppose some people would call the mag right-wing, but I don't see it as either right or left. I learned a long time ago that the most radical force in the world is the simple truth.

Canadian soldiers are now running the show in Haiti, along with 250 American G.I.s. Some $3 billion has been allocated to constructing hospitals, digging wells and building roads. Without such infrastructure the U.S. textile industry couldn't profit from the cheap labor it is poised to exploit. Beneath the humanitarian propaganda of the Establishment is the cold calculation of the U.S. capitalist. With the government providing subsidies to private industry out of current tax revenues, productive American workers are actually financing the export of their own jobs.

A few feet from the glittering casinos, Atlantic City is plagued by a shuffling black under-class. It's a good idea to take a taxi, even to cross the street!

Not one single politician, not even Pat Buchanan, has asked whether U.S. citizens should have the right to decide whether they want their children to live in a half-Hispanic society!

There was once a principle that every form of life should exist at its own level. That was before the advent of democracy. Democracy holds that no one shall rise above another or alternatively that those who do rise shall be promoted to their particular level of incompetence.

Some of our rulers are now so sure of themselves that they permit themselves the luxury of dropping all pretense. In a recent interview, Jewish playwright David Mamet boasted that, sure, American Jews care far more for tribe than country.

About a year ago the leftist New Republic admitted that the late Ron Brown was not all that honest, but since he was a nice guy, who cared? Dying young is always a smart career move (Elvis, Marilyn, Janis, JFK). The surprise is that Ron failed to rise on the third day!

The Wall St. Journal says we have to let in Pakistanis as a Libyan agent, most U.S. politicians should register as Israeli agents!
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Operation slaughterhouse

Beefed Up By U.S. Arms, Israel Ravages Lebanon

Because of suicide bombers and Hezbollah rockets, Prime Minister Shimon Peres was down in the polls. With the Israeli election in the offing, what to do? Peres decided to transform himself into a strongman, a latter-day Samson, to prevent his fire-breathing Likud rival, Benjamin Netanyahu, from being the next prime minister. So the order went out to unleash a blitz in Lebanon. In no time tanks, gunboats, helicopter gunships, fighter jets and heavy artillery, most of it made in the U.S., or at least paid for by the U.S., went into action. It was like shooting ducks in a pond. Soon 500,000 Lebanese were running north for their lives. When it was all over the mighty Israeli army had scored one more victory over unarmed Lebanese civilians, at least 162 of whom were done to death, over 100 in a UN camp. Jane's Information Service in Britain, a reputable intelligence-gathering organization, called the shelling of the huddled refugees "deliberate," as did a UN report.

Hezbollah, a group of Muslim freedom fighters, have been trying to dislodge the Israelis from the large hunk of southern Lebanon Jews had grabbed back in 1978. Judeophiles in the American media called the Katyusha rockets lobbed into northern Israel a provocation. The real provocation, of course, is Israel's squatting on a piece of Lebanon that doesn't belong to them. An even greater provocation is Israel itself, a land seized by the Zionists in 1948. Jews and Jewish fellow travelers blandly ignore that in 1914 only 10% of the Palestinian population was Jewish. Since when is it wrong to fight an enemy that has stolen a land from its owners?

Forgotten or downplayed in the latest Israeli blitz is that not one Jew died. Though two American children who were visiting relatives in Lebanon were killed, Clinton made no mention of them. Katyusha rockets, by the way, are hardly more than souped-up Fourth of July rockets. It's impossible to aim them precisely, which is why they did a limited amount of damage to a few Israeli buildings.

President Clinton servilely and routinely adopted the Israeli party line and blamed the carnage on Hezbollah "terrorists." He actually rewarded the Israelis with a $100-million grant to develop weapons to pinpoint Katyusha launching sites. Such gestures once more served to convince more millions of Arabs and Muslims that the U.S. is their sworn enemy.

What America is up to in the Middle East is not exactly a good neighbor policy. It is a policy that Americans will eventually pay dearly for, even more dearly than the $100 billion or so they have already given Israel. No sane government goes out of its way to make enemies of countries sitting on two-thirds of the world's oil reserves. Neither does any government worth its salt go out of its way to starve 500,000 Iraqi children.

For years now we have been hearing about the "peace process." Actually what we are seeing in Israel is a continuation of the "war process." While Israeli armies blast Lebanese power stations, reservoirs and refugee camps, the International War Crimes Commission has gone into business in The Hague. In the dock are some alleged war criminals from the Bosnian war. Why was Shimon Peres, the war criminal of the year, not there? He was being feted by Clinton and double loyalists of AIPAC in a quick trip to Washington to pick up more dollars and more free weapons of death and destruction.

The most apt comment on the Zionist 17-day bloodbath in Lebanon came from Charles Percy, onetime head of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Percy chastised President Clinton for not condemning Israel's slaughter of the Lebanese: "You have woven for the U.S. a cloak of shame."
Richard Cohen is a columnist for the Washington Post, easily the most sinister of all U.S. newspapers. The N.Y. Times, burdened by greater intellectual pretensions and prestige, is forced to slap on a somewhat thicker veneer of impartiality. Newsweek and Time have lurched so far into the minority racist camp that their credibility has all but evaporated. No thinking person sees either of them as anything but slop for the grunting masses as they line up at the Establishment feeding trough for their weekly dose of multicultural, multiracial, New World Order swill.

The Washington Post is the preferred tool of the most vicious and dangerous of the American Majority's enemies. It is a newspaper that has as its sole objective empowering the alien-dominated elite that has come close to ruining our nation. Richard Cohen, one of the most pampered and, in his own way, talented scribblers at the Post, is famous for his sneering arrogance and disdain for bona fide Americans, their problems, their beliefs and their values. In a recent column he had the awesome effrontery to ridicule millions of Majority Americans for their "anger" at the current predicament of their country. Cohen wrote that the reason for their anger is their ignorance. Not knowing how great things really are, they are acting liked spoiled children, demanding candy after gorging themselves on the contents of the cookie jar.

This story line is becoming increasingly common. One network TV anchor had the nerve to chide the American people for acting like two-year-olds having a tantrum when they threw out the Democratic majority in Congress in 1994. The American people, say the liberaloids, are a bunch of silly ninny's who care nothing about the wonderful world the liberals have built for them. I predict that this will soon become the liberal-minority mantra.

There is a reason for this sudden explosion of schoolmarmish finger-wagging. Liberals sense that a mutiny is brewing under their Gucci loafers. Although they hear the faint rumblings and even feel the heat through the soles of their shoes, they haven't a clue as to what is really happening on the lower decks.

In all such situations liberals have found it to be ridiculously easy to divert, co-opt, sidetrack, take over, buy off or simply stonewall Majority movements. The techniques they used were varied, but all were supremely successful. They would bribe the leadership of a Majority activist group or pull out the old tar bucket. If members of the group proved immune to blandishments, moles were introduced to disrupt the movement with crudely staged acts that would unloose tidal waves of negative publicity that ridicule and tarnish movement personalities. Violence would be resorted to only if things really looked like they were getting out of control.

Washington elitists honestly believe that they are superior persons—morally, mentally, politically. They are outraged when ordinary Americans reject their "leadership," blaming it on the craziness, stupidity and immorality of Majorities. The scorn and contempt which liberals hold for average American whites is part and parcel of their psychological landscape.

*The Nightingale's Song* by Robert Timberg is a recently published book that explores the lives of five men who graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy and who later went on to become major public figures (Senator John McCain, Ollie North, Robert McFarlane, James Webb and John Poindexter). The book contains the most interesting and perceptive examination of the moral wasteland of the liberal mind that I have ever read. In explaining the monstrous and massive evasion of military service by liberals and their sympathizers during the Vietnam War, the author explains with amazing clarity their sick, warped, utterly dishonorable world. At best a moderate himself, the author is an honest man who tries to give the liberals an important, what kind of people we are and, more importantly, what kind they are. The book will make it easy to understand the current shrieks of outrage from the liberals about the revolt of the little people.

Back in the 1960s, one of the leaders of the so-called extreme right sat down amid the rubble of the proto-Majority movement, largely smashed by the aggressive tactics of Mr. Hoover's FBI. The rightist leader pondered what had gone wrong. How could a movement with such promise have been so completely destroyed? The answer was that a sophisticated secret police organization had infiltrated it and gnawed away the clandestine elements of the movement. At the same time, the Establishment wrecked the overt elements through the power of the media and the effective use of liberal-minority networking.

After considering the problem, the rightist leader decided that the only way to combat the tactics of the FBI was to essentially build a vast system of independent, local "cells," none of them connected in any real way to a central organization that could be infiltrated or manipulated by paid agents of the secret police. The problem with this was how to ensure that all of these independent units would move in the same direction, towards an eventual goal of forming a movement capable of wresting power from the self-styled elite.

The solution was to avoid all contact with the main-
stream media, set up a "counterculture" propaganda and political indoctrination network, all within the law, but all adopting a general line similar enough to allow the diffusion of a coherent national political philosophy and plan of action countrywide. It would be slow, it would be difficult, but it would eventually be effective and would be virtually impossible for the Establishment to silence.

Now, in 1996, we in the Majority movement have moved close, very close, to the goal envisioned by that right-wing strategist in the 1960s. The country is criss-crossed with an amorphous constellation of newsletters, bookshops, pundits, columnists, newspapers, magazines and computer bulletin boards that spread the message, in one form or another, across the entire land. The network is so loose that our opponents can't begin to get a grip on it. They don't even understand what is really going on. Their arrogance blinds them to the fact that we have virtually perfected a parallel political information system that is just beginning to have important political consequences.

Liberals talk of all the angry people and snort that those people don't even know what they are angry about. They claim that the "malaise" (remember Jimmy Carter?) that is gripping the country is just a mirage. Why we are in such good shape that we should be dancing on air. In their heart of hearts, however, liberals know that they are way off base. They can't deny that a vast, subterranean beast is flexing its muscles and licking its chops. Guess who is going to be the main course? Liberals are in a state of panic because a huge chunk of the American people has permanently escaped the brainwashing machine so thoughtfully designed for it.

The liberal damage control is in total disarray. As they swing furiously at Majority activists, they come up with nothing but air. It is ironic but true that the bloody, disastrous attacks at Ruby Ridge and Waco were in a very real sense failed efforts by the Establishment to deal blows to the Majority movement. The Establishment is so ignorant of the real structure of our movement that they imagined a hermit like Randy Weaver or a religious cult in Waco to be part of it.

Friends, pull on your hiking boots and get ready for the long march. This time there will be no easy victories for the other side.

N.B. FORREST

The Haitian Sinkhole

Haiti is a bottomless pit into which we have shoveled billions of dollars over the past 60 years in vain attempts to keep the inhabitants from starving to death and killing one another, an activity they seem to greatly relish. Our liberal masters say that one of our objectives in spreading this largess is to "restore democracy" in that benighted land.

To demonstrate how ridiculous this objective is, take a look at the history of Haiti. In 1803 when the French, decimated by disease, withdrew, the blacks established an independent Negro nation. Since then their country has been led by a motley crew of harsh dictators and emperors, who presided over governments far removed from the slightest tincture of democracy. In 1844, Santo Domingo, the eastern half of the island, declared its independence.

The land Haitians came into possession of was a veritable tropical paradise with lush cane fields and rich, fruitful farm land surrounded with fish-filled seas—enough resources for a heavenly utopia. Instead some 7.5 million Haitians live a wretched life in a tropical slum on a ravaged, denuded, treeless land with its once fertile soil washed away into polluted seas.

The only break in black Haiti's dismal history was in 1915 when U.S. Marines arrived to bring about a semblance of order. The occupation did manage to improve some conditions. The currency was stabilized, graft was diminished and a U.S.-financed program of public works, sanitation and agricultural development was instituted.

Despite this lift in the Haitian way of life, liberals complained that because these reforms had been imposed by whites, the occupation was immoral and a violation of Haiti's right to control its own affairs. The liberals eventually got their way. The Marines pulled out in 1934 and the decay of Haiti continued, as brutal dictators returned to steal whatever money continued to pour in from the U.S.

The living conditions Haitians have created for themselves are frightful. They live in fetid slums in cities without sewers, without electricity and with a scarce supply of potable water. Disease, malnutrition, crime, violence and virulent class hatred (mulattoes vs. authentic blacks) are the order of the day. To compound the horror, at least 85% of the Haitians are illiterate.

It is a cherished liberal belief that pouring money into the country may help stem the flow of Haitians now flooding into the U.S. The idea is to pay them to stay home rather than put them on the welfare rolls here. A major Caribbean industry is now engaged in smuggling minorities into Puerto Rico, an illegal traffic that has a significant Haitian component. Once in Puerto Rico, Haitians can procure papers that allow them to enter the U.S.

How much of a threat to the social stability of the U.S. is this huge Haitian population squatting so ominously on our doorstep? The population was 3,097,304 in 1950. By 1973 it was 5,200,000. At present the figure is 7,649,000. The World Almanac projects the population will reach 11,374,000 by 2020. These numbers leave us with the ticklish question as to how our leaders are going to deal with this avalanche of humanity.

The logical solution is to keep them out by whatever means necessary. Liberals say to deny them aid and entry is cruel and immoral. Wiser Americans say we should not only keep them out, but also refuse to help them. Only when they realize their fate is in their own hands will these people take the steps to curtail their population and provide the necessities they need and crave.

So long as liberalism is the religion of the U.S. media this is not going to happen. We will continue to feed and provide for the Haitians until the money runs out, just as we provide for the Haitian illegals already in the U.S.
A picture may be worth a thousand words, but a web page is worth a million flyers

Why You Should Get on the Internet

Here we are in 1996. The major mass media (TV, radio, newspapers, book publishing and distribution, magazines, films) are effectively controlled. Integration, immigration, race mixing, and multiculturalism have brought into serious question the integrity and survival of the American Majority. To counter the alien mind-set imposed upon our people, Majority activists have had to rely on a few small newspapers, blips and blurs on TV and radio at the worst hours, and a few struggling book publishers. People discover this minuscule pro-white media largely by accident.

Just as things seem at their nadir, along comes the Internet which provides a medium of mass expression where the playing field is almost level. On the Internet access to information is limitless. Expression of ideas and beliefs have a ready-made audience of millions world over. Moreover the Internet is almost completely white. Race-conscious Majorityites are already using it in a most profound and effective way.

Simply put, the Internet, a revolutionary medium from the ground up, is the single greatest opportunity for mass exposure to the truth.

The Simon Wiesenthal Center claims that white racists have adapted to the Internet faster than any other political or racial groups—an exaggeration but indicative of what is happening. As might be expected, Jews are definitely the most vocal and overrepresented group on the Internet. But unlike what they have done to movies, TV and publishing, they have not dominated cyberspace, though they are trying like hell to do so. Even with stringent Federal regulation, our voice on the Internet has, is and will continue to be heard in spite of the deafening roar of the liberal minority coalition.

Who Should Get on the Internet? The answer is all of us. The Internet is an open playing field. Controversial and politically incorrect beliefs and opinions are being heard by millions. Those who want to learn and grow intellectually can find no better niche. There is no more effective way to defend our race. Some figures put the total number of Internet users around 100 million worldwide, most of them white.

What Can I Do on the Internet? E-mail, which stands for electronic mail, is instantaneous. A letter will get to someone else across the country or around the world in about 4 seconds. If you wish, you can send copies of the same letter to dozens of other people simultaneously. Once you get used to e-mail, you will write off the antiquated U. S. Postal Service. We in cyberspace call it "snail-mail." E-mail greatly assists publishers by allowing easier and faster access to articles that can quickly be downloaded and put on either hard or floppy disks. In one day a mass of letters and correspondence can be sent and received that would take weeks using old-fashioned mail. Change of address, new inquiries and many other time-consuming postal functions can be handled quickly.

News Groups. There are about 16,000 news groups worldwide. The topics are as varied as human intelligence and contrariness allow. It's a global electronic bulletin board. Each news group is a separate board on which to post your message.

Newsletters. There are many thousands of newsletters or mailing lists you can subscribe to. They are regular newsletters except they come to you by e-mail instead of the mailman.

Chat Groups. One of the most interesting areas on the Internet. Here you can "talk" to people in "real time." Compare it to a phone conversation with about a one-second delay. Like news groups and newsletters, there are many thousands of chat groups.

Gopher is a global network of useful information. Almost anything you can imagine is on this service: The Holy Bible, the complete works of Shakespeare, jokes, hobbies, scientific studies, dissertations—more than you could read in a lifetime.

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is even "richer" than Gopher. Almost any "shareware" program can be found somewhere in FTP: games, word processors, data base managers, financial managers. They're all on FTP.

World Wide Web. I have saved the best part of the Internet for last. Nothing, absolutely nothing, can beat the World Wide Web (WWW), the monster that is eating cyberspace and anything else that gets in its way. Everybody who is anybody is using it:

- WWW is the Internet in pictures, graphics, colors, animation, sound and, very soon, video.
- You use the mouse, instead of typing, to access the world. Simply point and click on something that interests you and off you go.
- Not only is WWW now the largest sector of the Internet, it can access Gopher, FTP, many chat groups, and news groups as well.
- It is difficult to add your own input to Gopher or FTP archives. WWW allows you to create your own permanent presence on the Internet. This is called a Web Page. There are already 30 million of them. There are several hundred search engines to find what you are looking for.
- Your Web Page not only allows you to display anything you want, but you can "link" to other sites in WWW, Gopher, FTP and news groups.
- A Web Page provides an incredibly useful platform from
Kosher Korner

Kosher Products Boom
In 1996 there are 33,000 kosher products on the shelves of American groceries. About 1,200 new products have entered the kosher market each year since 1990. Growth in gross sales has been about 11% a year since 1990. In 1995 kosher market revenues were $2.35 billion. Kosherfest, a kosher trade show, has grown from 69 exhibitors and 1,100 visitors in 1995 to 217 exhibitors and 5,800 visitors in 1995. Yosi Heber, vice-president of marketing at Lea & Perrins/Dannon—a company selling yogurt with an in-house certification of K for almost 50 years—suggested that the firm upgrade its yogurt to OU (Orthodox Union) certification, thereby adding $2 million to its annual $300 million sales. Dannon quickly obtained the upgrade.

How to Kosherize Your Kitchen
The three-hour process of converting an ordinary kitchen into a kosher one starts with a $50 to $300 fee to a rabbi, who boils everything (eating, serving and cooking utensils), blowtorches the oven racks, then takes freshly boiled utensils and pots to the mikvah or ritual bath to be re-bathed. To complete the process everything has to be run through the dishwasher for three cycles.

The Meaning of Glatt
Glatt is the Yiddish word for smooth. Glatt kosher refers to meat from an animal whose lungs have been inspected after ritual slaughter and found to be free of all blemishes or lesions. Less than 15% of animals subject to kosher slaughter are glatt. Calling dairy products "glatt" is incorrect. The strictest dairy supervision is called "chalev Israel," meaning "milk of the Jewish people." This certification informs kosher-keeping Jews that the milk comes from kosher animals. Once they know this they can sleep soundly.
Losing Pieces of Texas

A little sanity was recently injected into our once fair city of San Antonio, when a California group, Operation Paul Revere, arrived in town. Its purpose according to Glenn Spencer, leader of the transcontinental caravan, was to "carry the word [from coast to coast] of the impact of uncontrolled immigration on Americans and the threat of a Mexican invasion to America's sovereignty and security." Such words in 1996 South Texas are tantamount to waving a very bloody flag at a very aggressive taro, a bull that has been feeding ravenously at the federal trough for far too many years. Screaming "racism" until their sombreros flew off, a coalition of Mexican leaders and political action groups organized a protest rally led by national Latino "coordinator" (read agitator) Jaime Martinez. Actually what other card but the race card can these aliens really play? Having already done their worse in their own country, they demand the right to do the same in gringoland.

As Hispanics multiply in the U.S., they deafen the hated whites with lies about what a great boon it is for "our" country to receive ever more Latinos. These brown swarms are unskilled, uneducated, undisciplined and unwanted. They do little but drain the nation of ever-diminishing resources and ride the welfare rolls at an annual cost of billions, most of it from the pockets of white workers. White America's main weapon, its majority status, is eroding on a daily basis. What happens when Hispanics finally succeed in taking over the U.S. by sheer weight of numbers? What happens when whites have run out of bargaining chips in their frantic attempts to appease the insatiable? Many Hispanic columnists have already gloatingly postulated such an eventuality and insist that Hispanics will deal with whites far more leniently than we have with them. Anglos who fall for this line should simply take a casual glance at Mexico's treatment of its minorities, particularly the Indians, not to mention its harsh and intolerant dealings with illegal aliens and the wholesale killing of other Mexicans who dare to defy the corrupt central government. Such peremptory "justice," all with a thin veneer of legality, should serve as a harbinger of what to expect if the U.S. becomes a Latin country. Once everything has been Latinized, the next step will be to pursue the fleeing gringos to Canada. After all, who's going to do the work of providing the bennies and holding the country together once most of the whites have voted with their zapatos?

Spencer, using great restraint, backed off from the racial issue (What else is new?). "What is happening in Los Angeles isn't what is happening here in San Antonio," he opined. (What he was too tactful to voice openly was that Hispanics had already assumed control of this city 25 years ago.) He went on to insist that illegal immigration is overwhelming California's infrastructure: "Uncontrolled growth, particularly of Hispanic and Asian populations, will lead to civil war in Los Angeles." He added that the presidential candidates are failing to address this most important of issues through sheer cowardice.

Jaime Martinez smugly riposted by trumpeting his own plans for an Hispanic march to Washington, an October 12 outing to be known as "Coordinadora '96." Its main focus will be to damn everyone in California who voted for Proposition 187.

The Hispanic invasion of South Texas has been a frightening development. Recently the district director of the local INS office, Richard Casillas, stepped down after 18 years in his exalted post. Can anyone imagine Mexicans putting an Anglo in such a position in their own country, putting weasels, as it were, in charge of the hen coop? Casillas caught much flak during his tenure for his habit of allowing "undocumented foreigners," as he calls them, into the U.S. to see sick or "dying" relatives and in the process availing themselves of any free Anglo benefits they can get, such as medical care. As is usually the case, the white taxpayer is stiffed with the bills, while the noble folk from south of the border decamp for greener pastures elsewhere in gringoland. Local Hispanics had little to fear from Casillas's successor, however. Señor Dan Solis was immediately appointed the INS District Director.
One local militant Mexican journalist, Victor Landa, summed it up very well in a puff piece he wrote concerning Hispanics in a previously Hispanic-less environment. Jacksonville, in deep East Texas, is a very unlikely place for a gathering of Mexican immigrants. Until a few years ago the town, 30 miles south of Tyler, had virtually no Hispanics. Within the last 10 years they’ve been arriving in such numbers that today the school system is 20% Hispanic. From Guanajuato, San Luis Potosí, Zacatecas and Torreón they come streaming across the border heading for Jacksonville, assuring that the 20% today will be 80% tomorrow. Landa boasts:

This group from another country, trying to educate their children (who’s going to educate them?) in a new land, are keeping alive the immigrant experience of generations of Americans. They all made their way to East Texas with the courage to dream and the will to sacrifice. And in the middle of what seemed to be an unlikely place, they are writing their story.

Victor Landa fails to tell us that all the sacrifices will come from the Anglos, both locally and on a national level, since they’ll be the ones who will lose, both financially and demographically. What Landa’s twaddle neglects to mention is that his people are rapidly changing Texas into a carbon copy of what they managed to escape. As long as whites put up with this shabby rip-off, just so long will Mexicans and other Latinos continue to milk the system for all it’s worth. To rub a little salt into the American wounds, Hispanics expect native whites to conform to their culture and their way of life. Bear in mind the Jacksonville school system has already been forced to implement a bilingual program, fully funded by Uncle Sucker. If anyone still has doubts about the cultural clout of Hispanics, stick around for Texas’ latest tribute to a minority, Hispanic Heritage Month, running from September into October. Nothing like recognizing officially sponsored minority racism.

Historically, of course, Mexicans and other denizens of Latin America have no claim upon white America. But they’ve been encouraged by a liberal-dominated federal government for more than four decades to brazenly stake their claim to everything in sight the minute they cross the border. Such effrontery would be met with bullets in almost every country on earth but the gutless U.S.

Most Anglo Texans seem oblivious to the fact that Hispanics already comprise about one-quarter of the state’s population. When Texas gained its independence in 1836, less than 20,000 Mexican citizens lived in what now constitutes California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas. Most lived in New Mexico. Today about 95% of all Texas residents with Mexican ancestry are the descendants of Mexicans who entered the U.S. illegally or legally after 1900. At a time when minority racism is threatening to overwhelm the U.S., the addition of these Third World swarms can do the country little good, particularly when they crowd into the inner cities. Today a white American entering what used to be an American metropolis does so with all the trepidation of Dorothy setting off down the Yellow Brick Road. We have lost our cities and will surely lose the country as well if this sorry situation isn’t remedied soon.

At the present rate of Hispanic immigration, legal and illegal, future “American” history texts may tell of a far different 20th-century Paul Revere seeking to alert Americans to the dangers of Hispanic irredentism. Future Hispanicized U.S. history books may eulogize the great Mexican-American hero of the Revolutionary War, Pablo Rivera, who galloped over the España Nuevo countryside on his burro shouting, “Los gringos ees comin’, los gringos ees comin’.”

Jean Lafitte, One of Them? Mon Dieu!

Though better known for financial piracy, Jews may be able to claim Jean Lafitte, perhaps America’s best-known privateer, as one of their own. Notorious for his violent attacks on ships sailing under the Spanish flag, Lafitte may have been exacting revenge for his maternal grandparents, who supposedly suffered during the Inquisition.

Historians disagree on the authenticity of the documents that “prove” Lafitte’s Jewish background. The story goes that his grandfather was persecuted, jailed and horribly tortured before he died in prison at Zaragoza, Spain, in 1760. His Jewish grandmother, Zora Nadrimal, who was called before the Inquisition, took over Lafitte’s upbringing after his mother died in Haiti when Jean, the youngest of eight children, was one year old.

Adding more fuel to the controversy of his origins is Lafitte’s marriage to a Virgin Islands Jewess, one Christina Levine, when he was 18.

Though the concept of a swashbuckling Jew may be absurd, if not oxymoronic, wherever there is plunder, there is always cause to wonder.

JUDSON HAMMOND
Plain Talk About Our Mission

It is time for a critical look at what we are about. Too many words and too much adrenaline are wasted on issues we should have long since resolved, issues that divide and weaken us.

I have been an Instauration reader since the magazine was founded. I was at one of its kickoff parties in Atlanta in April 1976, met its founder and subscribed when I could afford it. I have been with the “movement” for about 40 years and seen Instauration’s predictions realized like clockwork. I have given thousands of dollars, hundreds of thousands of words and hundreds of hours to our mission, as many of us have. I have seen promising people come and go, as we acquired a few martyrs worthy of William Tyndall and Giordano Bruno. I have also watched the demise of several charlatans, fakes, traitors and sellouts.

I believe, and state as my first thesis, that we are basically on course, though we’ve been driven into a ditch and are having to dig our way out. There are not enough of us yet, though our numbers are definitely growing. We can’t even be certain that we will win. This is no reason to despair or cast blame, but reason aplenty to get moving. If we do nothing, we’re cooked. So, what to do? Let’s look at what we’re facing and what we’ve got to work with.

Our plight is the culmination of decades of enemy plotting whose danger too few of us realized. Our enemy employed stealth against a good-natured, naive and trusting people, just as he has always done. He pre-empted the media, keeping us from effectively warning Majority members of what was happening to them. From this bridgehead he exploited our weaknesses and expanded his modus operandi until he runs the social order pretty much as he wishes. It is already too late to undo what he has done by normal political means. If he can continue to keep us quiet, time will finish the job for him.

Entropy, the process of decay, favors the enemy. We must expand our efforts to oppose this organic process. We must understand that the enemy is frantically reinforcing his many fifth columns in case we should grow strong enough to slam the door and deal while we still can with those caught inside. Our work will be hard and our fight grim. Casualties will pile up. Yet the alternative is unthinkable.

Paradoxically, success limits the enemy’s options. His best minds know that liberal dogma is codswallop. Motivated by greed, envy, vengeance and terror of failure, he presses his attack, offering his dogma as flypaper to the gullible. His henchmen—not the true-blue “intelligentsia” but the top stratum of cynical, rock-hard individuals who call the real shots—have the difficult task of trying to rule in a darkening age. He is riding a wave of liberal hocus-pocus backed by a corrupt network of courts, legislatures and bureaus such as BATF, FBI and OSI, which he knows will turn on him should he start slipping. He is betting that either he can hold everything steady or at least land on his feet with his time-tested agility when the crash comes.

Society’s still somewhat slow decline allows the enemy to field one of his most effective weapons: gradualism. Experience shows that people are slow to revolt, a habit which gives the enemy time to entrench his position. The System rewards financial shrewdness and penalizes racial integrity. Those who can brook such standards will prosper. High rollers will fare better than ever, but the negative effects will accumulate. Crude new values will replace old ones along lines that can only devastate a culture. More and more effort will be needed to hold society together until all social energy reserves are exhausted. Events such as Oklahoma City will coalesce into constant crises.

As society loses its moorings, shifts of focus will destroy some individuals and raise others to ephemeral prosperity. This process is the basis of Rhett Butler’s observation in Gone With The Wind that fortunes are to be made and lost in the collapse of empires. This process also explains the unjustified wealth of a whole host of riffraff as well as the agonies of those whose wealth was honestly obtained. In lockstep with this scenario the media masters and their servants in government will weasel their way along an increasingly sinuous path, adopting a dogma here, discrediting one there, frantically rehabilitating another.

Consider The Bell Curve, whose message is that raw brainpower is being cultivated and rewarded more than ever before, as it pushes the high-IQ boys into the upper economic brackets. The book dictates that the most pernicious liberal dogma, the equality myth, will have to be modified or even sacrificed if control is not to be lost. Yet liberal willingness to throw its crown jewel overboard proves its flexibility as well as its determination to remain in power. The Bell Curve lares a small ¡fang to minority elements that have gotten out of line. It further reveals that the motive behind rewarding intelligence is to buy from society’s smartest people a loyalty of sorts to the System, denying their brains to a movement such as ours. Were these “recruits” to recognize the genocidal aspects of the System, as many eventually shall, some might employ their brainpower in a less venal way. At any rate the System’s “party line” is becoming more twisted, reducing gradualism’s effect. People are coming to trust it less and less because of such twists. We must exploit this loss of trust as well as we can.

The System that is doing us in has evolved from a few
obscura centers into a fine-tuned organism exploiting the entire work product of our people. It sustains a ruling cadre of alien and corrupt native elements in one of the most clever parasitic arrangements ever devised. Consider just one of the System's institutions: television. The financial oceans that flow through this medium come from the wage earners themselves who in exchange for free or cheap entertainment—artfully concocted slop—are told what thoughts to think and products to buy. A big blob of cultural poison goes into every cheerfully eaten bowl of corn flakes. A big chunk of the proceeds from sales finances the television industry with its vast swarm of distorters and liars as though some monstrous voluntary tax were imposed. The victims fund the whole process. What could be more ingenious—or insidious?

Although television is the enemy's main vector, it is only one medium. Other media are similarly exploited. Since the official force for social control, the government, answers to the media, mediocrats rule the state. Media agents fill every public niche. Observe the abominable Charles Schumer (D-NY), who in 1967 would have been screaming his snout off about BATF atrocities. He now uses his promethean obnoxiousness to protect BATF members from rigorous scrutiny. But why shouldn't he? BATF goons now protect Schumer's interests. He and his ilk would support the SS had that organization killed six million of his enemies rather than allegedly killing six million of his close friends and relatives. Who mourns or even hears about the 60 million victims of Marxism? And who loosed that dogmatic pestilence on the world? Does a similar bloodbath await the West?

Media control, however, is only part of the big picture. Most other institutions are either rotten, corrupt or in enemy hands. It may even be that our managers finally quit propping up the Soviet Union because their System now has a better, less openly brutal way to dominate large populations. Against this state of affairs our own economic strength is less than meager. Our gains, if we try to compete in economic terms, are utterly nil. But the System is not invulnerable.

Let us look at society, which divides into four parts in relation to our movement: (1) the movement itself, excluding the obligatory moles and spies; (2) the unorganized but growing component of society that realizes there is something terribly wrong; (3) the broad masses, unconcerned about how or by whom they are ruled as long as they are fed, clothed, housed and offered simple amusements; (4) renegade whites and all aliens.

Only a tiny number of political groups or publishers have made such gains as to claim our people's widespread support. Instauration is clearly one of our best examples. Many groups have appeared, gathered a few members, stagnated and then dissipated. But a few have held out through the storms and merit our support. Each time a group dies, its members disperse, but each person takes with him some of our fundamental ideas. It is critical that we keep in touch with these "lost sheep." If one group ever gains enough strength to speak for our people, that group will start calling other groups together under its banner, especially members of former groups. Under proper conditions our movement will take form like a prairie tornado, with a swiftness that will amaze us. Such a precipitation of force has occurred once before in fairly recent history. Our enemies remember it well. They also quietly know that it was a reaction to what they were doing then and are doing even more so now. This knowledge holds pure terror for them. They are endangering themselves by constantly reminding us of it.

The System seeks to chain us to its yoke while preventing us from thwarting its aims. Its incomplete success causes tensions as more of us discover that Western culture has badly jumped track. But until our potential allies are knocked off the fence, they lack the motivation to help us. A little more sensitive than the rest of society, they are our main source of manpower, once their inertia is overcome.

The mainstream political parties have tried to woo our lapsed friends so as to fill the vacuum themselves. Republicans have had some success, thus buying the System precious time. It will take these folks longer, therefore, to realize that neither party, nor Perot's groupies, will offer them anything but the same old swill. Buchanan has come too late to save us from the harm the System has already done. Recruitment among the hesitants, having fallen during the so-called Republican Revolution, will ultimately surpass pre-November 1994 levels when people see that in Washington it's going to be business as usual, as usual.

The rest of society consists of a scant majority of our people. Only the Joe Sixpacks and Sheila Shackjobs concern us. The rest, composed of renegade whites and aliens, are "again" us. Let's waste no time on this issue. Proletarian venality is a simple fact. The masses will always follow a leader who seems to be in control, who lays down the law as to what is and isn't cool, who offers them the appearance of justification for what they are inclined to do anyway. The Majority masses factor into our thinking primarily only if we lose their latent sympathy. Despite media propaganda they are still basically neutral. This is the upside of their inertia. Our pitch to them must be essentially that the System is ruining their lives. Anything more complex will just confuse them. Nevertheless we must not write off these wayward whites. They are blood of our blood. From them arises the occasional soul who disperses the evil fog of liberalism. After our triumph, if we do not abuse them, they will follow us without question. Our moral duty is to lead and protect them.

Finally, let us look at our mission. We see ourselves as a loose collection of individuals and groups and often have a hard time taking ourselves seriously. Yet in the history of life on earth there has never been a more serious task than ours. We frequently argue and some of our noisy feuds must greatly amuse our enemy. Having seized and consolidated his power, he knows better than we how power is gained and held. Having watched many other movements in his long history go through what we are un-
ndergoings, he knows that we are slowly learning. Most of these movements he derailed, yet one damn nigh derailed him. His knowledge of us explains his paranoid intolerance, despite our present weakness and despite his dogma of universal tolerance.

It is time we understood about ourselves what our enemy already knows. We are a revolutionary (or counter-revolutionary) movement aimed at reclaiming power from a skillful, entrenched foe who seized it by stealth and trickery using little or no force. Force now protects his position. Though currently outgunned, our world outlook is infinitely more viable than his. We can build and keep a culture without any “help” from him, yet for his very existence he needs a society which only people such as ourselves can build and maintain. Armed with an even greater intolerance than his own of us, which we must now develop, nurture and strengthen, we can mount a chronic and effective resistance to the System and ultimately supplant it, root and branch.

Every stratum of our movement has a function. Those of us who follow more intellectual callings weaken the movement by belittling those of us who work the streets and factories. Every possible adherent, every potential recruit, whatever his calling, is worth our efforts, the best recruiter being the one closest to his potential recruits.

Debate can lead to solutions, so we recognize its value, but we must keep it as private as practicable. Once we take a position, we should adhere to it as a matter of ideological discipline unless it is obviously harming us. Groups may compete for membership, but the destructive vendettas that occur so frequently are poisonous. Since we could totally fill our current agenda with activity that is still legally permissible, we have neither need nor excuse to violate any laws. We will have a bellyful of chances to violate the law when the situation gets really desperate. At that time we will also have to deal conclusively with our renegade problem. But illegality at this time is as pointless as sabotaging an Amtrak train, as some fool recently did. That and anything worse would advantage the enemy, endanger ourselves and innocent people, and polarize the unaligned against us.

We must recognize, though, that squeezing the System even legally will yield such nasty responses as an increase in the presence or brutality of federal agents, more mass propaganda for the masses and harsher “hate laws.” So long as its assets are intact, pressuring the System will not immediately get the results we want. We will be forced to keep up the pressure indefinitely, which could sap our resources, undermine our credibility and lower our morale. If the System’s own policies are putting it under more pressure than we could possibly mount, we should apply none ourselves until the System responds ineffectively or in a way we can exploit. We should never be blind to opportunity, but we must always be careful and circumspect. One small mistake can hurt us worse than a big one can hurt the System.

As a movement we are still at a very early and immaturity stage. We are so unconsolidated that we fight with each other at the very moment the System is beginning to show the first signs of severe cracking around the edges. Ever more frequently it resorts to innuendo, threats, naked terror and outright murder. Its agents blame us for every crisis, call for draconian social control laws and talk of finding loopholes in the Bill of Rights. It mortally fears any armed citizen of a militia it does not totally control, while propagating the most vicious lies and distortions about the entire subject. These are all very promising signs. Though we are yet unable to get our message across to the nation, the System is well aware of its own shortcomings, of us, of what we stand for and of what we are becoming. The knowledge we are spreading and the people we are winning are the seeds of our coming triumph. And the seeds are sprouting. Our paramount duty at this time is to survive, pass the word and grow.

We are undergoing an organic process, an evolution concentrating our power towards that measure which we shall wield when Destiny, rewarding our exertions and sacrifices, enables us to confront and destroy our foe. We must never view ourselves as other than parts of a single entity, despite our present fragmentation. We must recognize that a revolutionary front requires action across the entire spectrum of confrontation. We must acknowledge the need for brute force as well as intellectual guidance and all points in between, keeping to our task despite the rumblings that some of us direct at others. We must come to see that a movement such as ours is made up of different strata, some of us working the streets and work sites, others the presses. We must never be too hasty to cut anyone off from the rest of us unless it is a question of pure incompetence, hobbyism or racial treason. In such cases we should act decisively and move quickly on to other tasks. Our factions may privately debate ideology to their hearts’ content. Against our foe, however, unconditional intolerance must be the keystone of our resistance. Otherwise we will become tainted and fail. We must never waste energy whining among ourselves about System practices calculated to boost our enemies or frustrate our aims. We are not victims, God forbid! We’re fighters!

Human destiny is now passing through the narrows. As the only protectors of the white people on earth, we will set the course for our planet for the rest of time. We stand today in the dawn.

An awakening is coming. Our people, finding their unbelievable patience rewarded with chains, are becoming uneasy and ripe for guidance. Our enemy knows that he had better keep us quiet until he has the last shackles riveted firmly in place. We must deny him that chance at whatever cost until we are strong enough to fight him on our terms, strong enough to free our people and lead them back to sanity, and strong enough to introduce our enemy to the vultures of oblivion once he has paid his respects to the instruments of a restored Caucasian justice.
Scariest Book
In Print

*The Turner Diaries* isn’t, as Janet Reno may claim, a blueprint to take over America. It’s a piece of far-out fiction, written almost 20 years ago, about racially oriented white people resisting government tyranny. The author’s version of tyranny is forcing racial integration down everybody’s throat and removing guns from the reach of law-abiding citizens. Another aspect of tyranny is the government’s refusal to guard our borders against the immigration flood that is permanently changing America into a Third World country. Foreign trade policies that ship jobs overseas and reduce citizens to coolie status are also tyrannical measures. The white characters in the book see themselves as something besides mindless economic consumers or hopelessly isolated “rugged” individualists. When the government goes too far, they actually try to reclaim control over their lives!

Some readers may be old enough to remember when people considered the U.S. a white country. At age 62, William L. Pierce, author of *The Turner Diaries*, is old enough to have lived through those days. Youngsters under 30 may have heard rumors about low crime rates, moral values, patriotism, high educational standards, even Manifest Destiny. White people, however, must have changed about 40 or 50 years ago. Maybe too much TV did it. Maybe when we weren’t looking, someone genetically re-designed whites to be stupid and subservient. Did some evil genius also reprogram their neural networks for self-hatred and to accept, even welcome, oblivion? According to all the recent demographic trends, whites are scheduled to join the dinosaurs, the dodos and the Neanderthals in the evolutionary trash bin. It’s inevitable. Get used to it. No use resisting. Too bad if you don’t like it. Last white person to leave, please turn out the lights.

Back in the 1970s when he wrote *The Turner Diaries*, Pierce was one American who was aware of these threatening developments. The first few chapters that describe the situation in the '90s are ominously prescient. The book’s “Great Revolution” unfolds when the Feds start a house-to-house search for guns. The government arrests and locks up tens of thousands of people, threatens their families and tortures hard-core Second Amendment boosters.

Soon after Oklahoma City, the media started denouncing *The Turner Diaries* as the “blueprint” used by Timothy McVeigh to plan the bombing of the federal building in Oklahoma City. On pages 35-41, the protagonists do use a 6,000-lb ammonium nitrate bomb to blow up the FBI building in Washington (DC). Earl Turner, the book’s hero, drives a stolen delivery van (not a Ryder truck) containing the bomb into the Hoover Building’s basement. The aim is to destroy the sanctum sanctorum where the government keeps its computer system for tracking American citizens. The destruction of those records temporarily slows Washington’s plan to disarm the citizenry. To the protagonists the bombing is an act of self-defense.

The great blast in the book is more like the New York Trade Center bombing or the bombing of the Marine Corps barracks in Beirut. Did the Muslim fundamentalists and Palestinian freedom fighters use *The Turner Diaries* as a primer? As anyone attending a gun show will tell you, the U.S. government itself publishes and sells very detailed books on how to make and use ammonium nitrate bombs. Were the government’s books blueprints for Oklahoma City?

Pierce doesn’t quite fit the image of a wild-eyed, flame-throwing anarchist. The six-foot, four-inch author seems bemused by the notoriety his book has brought him. “Back in 70s,” he recalled,

I wrote a novel about life in the U.S. as I imagined it might be in the 1990s. I based it on some of the trends I could see if the 1970s [scene] continued for another 20 years. I imagined that the government would become

---

*The Turner Diaries* by William L. Pierce, Ph.D., writing under the pen name of Andrew Macdonald. Softcover, 211 pages, $6.95. Published by National Vanguard Books, P.O. Box 330, Hillsboro WV 24946.
more repressive, and it has. I imagined that most people would react in a sheeplike way, and they have. I imagined that a few people would fight back violently—and a few have. In writing *The Turner Diaries*, I tried to be realistic, and to speak my mind completely. I didn't rewrite any part or leave out any part because I thought it would be offensive to some people. . . .

Pierce believes most politicians' primary interest is to consolidate their own personal power.

They read the newspapers, they take polls. If they believe that enough Americans will fight to keep their rights, then the politicians won't mess with them. But as soon as they figure that the people won't fight for their rights, they'll be leading the lynch mob to take those rights away.

It all boils down to this: Nobody in this country, or anywhere else, has any inalienable rights; not the right to free speech or freedom of religion or assembly, not the right to keep and bear arms, not the right to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures. The only rights that we have, the only rights we can depend on, are those that we are willing and able to fight for.

Asked if *The Turner Diaries* was a harbinger of America's future, Pierce responded, “That's what it's coming to in this country very soon. People should be getting ready for it.”

The self-appointed elite in Washington doesn't want the public to get its hand on this book, much less read it. Never once have the media given an accurate portrayal of its plot. The early chapters of *The Turner Diaries* may expose the New World Order's plans for us, but it's the people's violent reaction, as described by Pierce, that scares the establishment.

Meanwhile surprising news! Lyle Stuart, a renegade Jewish publisher, has decided to take on *The Turner Diaries*. If the deal materializes, this will increase sales a hundredfold. Stuart apparently couldn't resist the smell of profits from a book that has already had reams of publicity, but has never been available in bookstores.

---

**The Jewish Lord Has a Long Memory**

The Rothschilds are generally considered to be among the world's most assimilated Jews. Nathaniel Charles Jacob Rothschild, scion of the famous British banking family, is not known for the sort of elbow-in-the-ribs, look-at-me conduct many of his coreligionists demonstrate. One would almost think he was a real Brit were it not for contretemps like the one on October 20, 1995, when Nate jetted over the Atlantic to receive the Hadrian Award for art patronage from the World Monuments Fund.

The event was studded with luminaries. A film was shown lauding Lord Rothschild's contributions to the art world. The Chosenite biggie then stepped up to the podium. Did he speak of his great love for art and the projects he was financing? No, he talked about Hadrian. Not about the Roman emperor's great accomplishments, but about his quashing of the Jewish rebellion in Jerusalem in A.D. 135. “For some 1,800 years Jews were no longer masters of their own fates,” Nate told the listeners. He paused, then went on to say smugly, “which makes the award so much sweeter.” Subsequent interviews with reporters had Nate calling Hadrian “one of the great anti-Semites of all time.” Rothschild, who is president of Britain's Institute of Jewish Affairs, an ADL-type organization, admits that in his lofty social circles there is little anti-Semitism. (There shouldn't be—the English Royal Family itself has splashes and splashes of Jewish blood.) He animadverted, however, that Britain's Foreign Office has been "a bit of a problem."

So is this Semitic aristo a practicing Jew? On that point he is rather coy. Married to a shiksa, he confesses, "I'm not very religious. . . . We all do our bit, but we are largely secular." Last year, his net worth was estimated at $260 million. His office is in Spencer House, the 18th-century manse once owned by the family of his good friend, Princess Di.

Lord Rothschild is known for his support of the most tasteless examples of modern art. He chose the architects who designed Jerusalem's ugly Supreme Court building and financed it through the Yar Hanadiv organization, a Rothschild family foundation, which also bestowed the Knesset building upon Israel. As chairman of the board of London's National Gallery, he had an addition built in spite of Prince Charles' complaint that the wing looked like "a monstrous carbuncle on the face of a much-loved and elegant friend."
Oy! Love Hertz ...in this new Schmaltz & Pepper Romance!!!

Greta was a good Christian girl from a small town in the Midwest. She’d never met a Jew before, but when the factory where her father had worked for more than thirty years was the subject of a hostile takeover, she confronted Bernie Hertz, the Wall Street wizard who came to town to buy the company and close the factory. Greta was prepared to dislike him, but then she began to notice the distinctive glint of his steel wool-like hair, his proud, arching nostrils, and the oleaginous sheen of his complexion. He couldn’t help but be attracted to her corn-fed healthiness and small-town innocence. But how could he consider a merger when he still had that yenta of a wife back in New York?

“★ ★ ★ ★! Sparks Fly, Igniting A Holocaust Of Passion!” - Tel Aviv Times

DC = Dead City

Revealing it is to watch the reaction of blacks to the behavior of their venal municipal leaders. In the face of near complete municipal breakdown, most Washington blacks stand mute when it’s a matter of condemning Marion Barry, the mayor who offers no more than cynical laughter at the foolish whites whose tax dollars attempt to keep this doomed urban juggernaut afloat. The nation’s capital, now broke and unable to borrow more from the Wall Street money markets, must depend for its survival on handouts from a paternalistic Congress, which revels in the power of the purse.

Before Marion Barry, there was Madame Kelly, an inept female front who promised much, but delivered less than nothing. Before her, there was Barry again, the man with the golden needle, but hardly the golden administrative touch. Before him was Walter Washington, whose administration provided the transition from honest congressionally appointed rule to black incompetence.

In this time frame the black pols whose estates dot the 16th Street NW “black gold coast” have grown rich, the police force has fallen into disgrace and decay, and nearly every other municipal office has turned into the proverbial laughing stock.

Once upon a time, whites from the working-class hills of coal-mining Pennsylvania used to come to D.C. for employment on the police force, spend their dismal 20-year careers attempting to keep open a corridor of civility between the blacks and whites of the city, then return home to well-deserved retirement. Now blacks rule the cop squad and the streets are lawless and dangerous.

The federal tribute of $600 million annually has proved inadequate to make up the shortfall between the tax intake and expenditures, the latter heavily weighted down with welfare of all kinds. Generally speaking, blacks depend on the city for their employment, their housing, their medical care, and about everything else. With the tax-paying white business class bailing out, the city is in a panic and daily struggles for ideas on how to stop the genetic hemorrhage. One proposed solution is to eliminate federal income taxes for residents in the city. But that would require an indulgent Congress, something that disappeared with the Republican Revolution of two years back. D.C., once considered a beautiful and elegant city, is fast becoming a municipal scrap heap.

IVAN HILD
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Food Alert!

A homo guy I knew in high school who worked at a fast food joint told me how the whole kitchen crew used to put floor sweepings into the breading mix for chicken. I've heard similar horror stories, such as Jesse Jackson's admission that he used to spit in white people's salads at the restaurant where he worked as a teenager. With my own restaurant experience and memories, I try not to think too hard about what's going on back there in the kitchen when I go out to eat.

One restaurant in my neighborhood hires black parolees for its kitchen staff. The article on these New York City restaurants mentioned in an N.Y. Times note that the parolees are cheap labor and receive sub-standard wages. Their duties required emptying out the whole soup left from the previous day. The cook simply makes fresh soup and pours it on top of the few quarts of soup left from the previous day. When the Dept. of Health cruised by for a little checkie-poo, an inspector demanded that the cauldron be emptied. At the bottom was a dead rat. Who knows how long it had been there. The restaurant was only closed for a few days as a penalty.

I peeked in the door a few weeks later. The eatery was packed with frowsy, bejeweled Jewish ladies nibbling away between shopping sprees, while grizzled black parolees with red, darting eyes lounged outside the kitchen employees' door, puffing on cigarettes and looking at the ceiling.

Does Cramming Raise Test Scores?

A well-known institution in Japan is the so-called "cram school" in which high school students cram for the highly selective entrance examination that determines which students are admitted to the more prestigious colleges and universities. The pressure on those who take the tests is so intense that each year brings a new crop of sad stories about student suicides. Japan's examination system obviously derives from its larger East Asian context, which ultimately leads one back to the famous examinations of Imperial China, in which a poor but gifted boy could ascend to the stratosphere of government officialdom. Some entire villages might, in effect, subsidize a brilliant peasant boy to allow him to study for the test in the hope that he would become an official who could, in turn, extend favors to his native village.

An article in the N.Y. Times noted the appearance of examination cram schools in New York, where they serviced the growing Korean and Chinese populations who wanted their children to do well on the Scholastic Aptitude Test, which still plays a role in determining college admissions in America. Every Saturday, Asian students spend most of the day seeking to improve the skills needed to perform well on this test. Although the Educational Testing Service usually claims that such coaching does not impact test results, research reveals just the opposite. In any event, these Asian cram schools continue to go full blast.

Scholars exploring the semi-taboo subject of racial differences in behavior and intelligence propose a hierarchy with East Asians (Japanese, Koreans, Chinese) on top, Caucasians in the middle and Negroes at the bottom. Charles Murray, Richard Lynn and J. Philippe Rushton have all purveyed variations of this schematic. While it might ostensibly appear to soften the blow of "white supremacist" claims, the controlled media mostly ignore the East Asian material to launch the usual pit bull attack on the Negro's position in the hierarchy. It all adds up to a reminder that there is no shortcut, trick or easy way by which we can successfully challenge the dominance of the egalitarian poison. Still, most of us are so grateful for the minimal candor these theorists offer on the Negro question that we are willing to overlook the East Asian/white relationship. I suspect that most of us are far from convinced in regard to the alleged superiority of East Asians. Where is the Japanese equivalent to the genius of a Richard Wagner or a Friedrich Nietzsche? But that's a whole other topic.

[Editor's note: Why are Jews carefully selected out from the white category, which includes North Africans and Middle Easterners? No one dares to select out Nordics, who are lumped together with the other Caucasians. What are the test analyzers afraid of—that Nordics might beat the Jews and Asians in the IQ derby?]

The article on these New York City cram schools couldn't help but bring to mind the contrasting response of the American Negro (and his "friends" and professional apologists) to the whole issue of standardized testing. As we all know, this crowd has bet the farm on the "cultural bias hypothesis" to explain the universally poor performance of blacks on all standardized intelligence testing.

Social scientist Arthur Jensen easily demolished this false hypothesis in his encyclopedic 1980 work, *Bias in Mental Testing*, in which he pointed out, *inter alia*, that Negroes do relatively better in comparison to whites on the more "culturally loaded" questions than they do on those which require more purely abstract thinking. It's easy to understand why this is the case. Negroes are exposed to a high degree to the larger culture, while the sort of abstract thinking necessary in such fields as mathematics or science is probably their most glaring intellectual weakness. Actually the "cultural bias hypothesis" is far more applicable to the children of East Asian immigrants. And yet it was the Chinese and Japanese who turned to the cram schools in response to the challenge (and the opportunity) afforded by standardized college admission testing.

I have yet to hear of any comparable institutions in the black ghettos. Instead, the black response to the woeful message rendered by standardized testing for the last 75 years is one of "Kill the Messenger!"
Affirmative Action on the Way Out?

What has a full generation of affirmative action achieved? Exactly the opposite of what its authors intended.

When this miserable experiment began, most Majority citizens did not routinely associate with blacks in the workplace or live in the same neighborhood. So it was possible to believe all kinds of false ideas about them. Now, however, large numbers of us have had up-close and personal contact, not for short periods, but all day, every day, month in and month out. It's no longer possible to maintain fictions under these circumstances.

Rather than erasing stereotypes of inferiority, as was intended, affirmative action has had the opposite effect. It has established facts of inferiority in the minds of all. The entire American working population, of all races, is now certain, when they see a black in any job above the most menial, that he is incompetent and that he holds his position simply because of his color. By now almost everyone has had vast experience with the cautious pantomime: working around him as an obstacle, performing work he should be doing, never depending on him for anything important, never openly admitting the game they are playing with him.

All these things are indicative of fatal flaws in affirmative action. But is it dead and, if so, what killed it?

What started me thinking that affirmative action was moribund was a trip I took a few months back, from upstate New York to Florida. The flights down and back landed me in two different Southern cities. There were plenty of minorities in each of the cities and in their airports. But few, almost no, minorities on the flights.

My wife and I have recently returned to the U.S. after almost ten years overseas. We now have technical jobs with two different employers. Both of us have noticed that there are no blacks in the technical departments where we work. Both employers are major concerns, totally exposed to the oversight of affirmative action bean counters. They cannot possibly be sneaking anything past anybody—and I am sure the very thought of making the attempt would horrify their top-level management.

So, what is going on here? A little reflection about what is happening in the American marketplace suggests a simple explanation. Corporate down-sizing is killing affirmative action. Unrestricted global free trade is pitting American businesses overseen by OSHA, EPA and NLRB against Third World enterprises with no regulation at all. Salary costs of American workers driving Fords are pitted against wages of Asians driving bicycles.

When an executive must get rid of 40% of his workforce, he is not facing a mere cutback or trimming a little waste. He has to let go people who have the experience, skill and character that make them excellent employees. But letting all of those people go is not the end of the squeeze. The employer now has to be even more productive, with less of everything he had before—or he's out!

If there ever was any room for window dressing, for people who were hired only to fill a political quota, that room is gone.

Corporate America manages by statistics, not personal judgment. This technique provides a defense against charges of bias in politically sensitive areas. Stats provide a suitable defense in this area as well. Result-oriented statistics focusing on the status of the employee were used to impose affirmative action. Now, statistics focused on the results of firms trying to survive in a fiercely competitive environment are clearing the workplace of a lot of minorities.

The only place affirmative action is still thriving is in government and academia, which operate on totally different feedback loops. Since government and education cannot react as flexibly as private enterprise to new developments, they will lag behind this trend for a while. Affirmative action in these environments will not undergo catastrophic collapse until the tax base that supports them evaporates.

A Famous Queer Tells Us About Blacks

It is astonishing how a dazzling flash of insight from the most unlikely source, a French intellectual homo, may sometimes serve to illuminate our current predicament. A case in point is from the pen of André Gide. Here are a few quotes from his 1927 book, Travels in the Congo (reprinted 1986, Penguin):

As a rule the natives cannot understand the word "why?" and I even doubt whether any equivalent word exists in most of their idioms. . . . It seems as though their brains are incapable of establishing a connection between cause and effect. . . . When the white man gets angry with the blacks' stupidity, he is usually showing up his own foolishness! Not that I think of them incapable of any but the slightest mental development; their brains, as a rule, are dull and stagnant. . . . The people of these primitive races, as I am more and more persuaded, have not our method of reasoning; and this is why they so often seem to us stupid. Their acts are not governed by the logic which from our earliest infancy has become essential to us. . . .

Could not these words, written nearly 70 years ago, apply unchanged to the jury in the squalid O.J. Simpson circus? Months of complex investigative, forensic and other scientific evidence was presented in all seriousness to a panel of slack-jawed, dozing, doodling blacks. Millions of tax dollars and hundreds of thousands of man-hours were totally wasted and totally misspent, to resolve a case that could and would have been handled far more expeditiously a couple of generations ago.

Given the composition of the jury, the verdict came as no surprise to any reader of this publication. It must be said, however, that this outcome is by far the best one from a Majority viewpoint. The pipe-dream of "racial harmony" received a body blow. The Simpson verdict gave an extra impetus to current appeals by black legal "scholars" for Negroes to practice jury nullification and to automatically acquit guilty black defendants. The ultimate and overdue collapse of the U.S. criminal "justice" system is coming sooner rather than later.
Conservatives Haven't a Clue

I can understand conservatives declaring that America's greatness must be restored, that the U.S. must be put back on the right track, and similar claptrap. After all, these mind-bending patriots believe that with a balanced budget, a flat tax, unfettered capitalism, school prayer and abortion outlawed, the American Eagle will be flying high into a bright future. But aside from a few family values issues, conservatives have an economic fixation rivaling Karl Marx's. This same group generally believes evolution is a silly theory that has been disproven by "creation scientists." Though no god worthy of the name ever chose the Jews, these sheeple have. The few conservatives who know the score have been tip-toeing and tap-dancing around the Jewish Question for over 100 years. During that time Jews and their leftist Gentile allies have been beating conservatives like a redheaded stepchild. What are conservatives conserving? Soon there will be nothing left to conserve.

Stick to English

You know how important language is to the struggle for liberty. Therefore I suggest that Instauration articles not contain the words of our enemies, except when set off by quotation marks. For example, the recent Metternich article used the word "schmoozer." An English synonym would have been preferable.

Too Much Anti-Southernism

N.B. Forrest has received his share of "protest letters" submitted by readers angered by his views on this or that. Enjoying criticism as much as the next man, he has taken them in stride. Zip 296 recently made his day with a letter that dealt with the miserable excuse for an upper class we have in this country. How pleased Forrest was to see these vultures getting their comeuppance.

But zip 296 scribbled his letter in a fit of pique at Forrest's no-holds-barred flogging of the counterfeit "aristocracy" our lovely republic has puked up since the end of the American Civil War. In doing so, he revealed himself to be a South-hating bigot. Since Zip 296 is no doubt totally unaware of the illogical, irrational tone and content of his letter, I will enlighten him.

Zip 296 informs Forrest that pride is not a virtue. For his part, Forrest is ready to bear the burden of pride. His people built this country, fought for it and died for it. Their failure in 1861-1865 to save the original republic followed one of the most noble and heroic struggles in the annals of recorded history. Tell me, 296, when Thad Stevens and Charles Sumner were shoveling hundreds of thousands of brave young Americans into the maw of a horrid war to create a mulatto nation, on which side did your ancestors stand?

As for your being "sick to death of this everlasting pride in the Old South," may I urge you to leave this country, if the celebration of our heritage offends you? It may come as a shock, but George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, James Monroe, Patrick Henry, John Marshall some of the most brilliant men in U.S. history were Southerners. Bringing the discussion up to date, I might add that it has only been the opposition of Southern conservatives that has prevented this country from falling down the slope into total liberal-minority anarchy. While I recognize that most white Northerners have finally been shaken awake from their dream state, the role they played following WWII in foisting the Civil Rights Movement and the so-called Great Society on us was shameful. Incidentally, I accept full blame for that renegade, LBJ. No politician is as dirty as a dirty Southern politician.

Forrest has made his position on slavery clear on several occasions. It was a crime, a sin and an ethnological disaster. I insist, however, that all Americans, North and South, accept their full share of the blame for what was a national institution, even if it was eventually localized in one region. All helped create the system and all profited from it. As for Zip 296's nutty references to cotton and tobacco, cotton was and is one of the most important commercial crops in world agriculture. As for tobacco, your peculiar fixation on it as some kind of evil weed is symptomatic of the Puritan mind. Fortunately we are entering a new and more health-conscious era. But to hold tobacco cultivation against the South is simply wacky.

As for the "Stars and Bars fellows starting the War of the Rebellion (sic)," I can only say that the South withdrew from the Union, while the Northern rump state that continued to refer to itself as the U.S. initiated an aggressive (and ultimately successful) war to force the South back into a political union which it no longer wanted. Has any Northern historian, no matter how biased against the South, ever claimed that Southerners harbored aggressive intentions against the North? Did any Northerner ever claim that the South sought to occupy and hold Northern territory against the will of the population? So much for the South starting the war. The war started when the North took aggressive action to force the South back into the Union. For 30 years before the war Northern fanatics howled against Southerners, claiming they were moral lepers. Finally, having taken enough abuse, the South said in effect, "You win. We're leaving." But the North did not want the South to leave! The North wanted the South turned into a powerless, helpless colony of Northern big money.
Zip 296 talks of Southerners “stewing in the mythology” of the South and “harping on the terrible North.” First, the South, for a Southerner, is what a Latin American would call his “Patria Chica,” his “Little Homeland.” (The rest of the country, together with the South, is our Patria Grande.) Of course we “stew” about our country. Why shouldn’t we? As for the “terrible North,” let Instaurationists take an honest look at our country, then they can judge for themselves where the trends that have culminated in our current deplorable situation originated. They sure didn’t come out of Louisiana or South Carolina, bud.

Your problem, 296, is that you have been brainwashed into accepting the Establishment view of American history. You do not have the moral courage or the intellectual honesty to admit that you and your kind betrayed your Southern brothers for the sake of money and an alien, primitive slave race. Had the Yankees conquered the South and then shipped the slaves back to Africa, all Americans, Southerners most of all, would have kissed the feet of every Unionist. However it did not turn out that way. Now the terrible cancer that afflicted our country at conception has metastasized to cover all of it.

I will say it one more time. Majority Americans—North and South, East and West—must unite and struggle together or we are lost. It would be absurd to allow the bitterness and disputes of a war that ended 130 years ago foment disunity today. No one need worry that Forrest is planning a sneak attack on Boston. The men on both sides of that war fought for America. They all made their peace with each other and their Maker long ago. We should do the same.

On the other hand, no honest American can allow the lies perpetrated by the likes of Thad Stevens and Charles Sumner to go unchallenged. The radical Republican fanatics who pushed the nation into war deserve to be exposed for what they were. The same goes for those cynical bagmen who raked in the profits from the war and who have plundered our country—from sea to shining sea—ever since.

N.B. FORREST

Our Crusade Against Japan
N.B. Forrest’s essay, “Not So Sorry” (Jan. 1996), was a superb and gripping exposé of Japanese cruelty, but pure sleight of hand as regards diplomacy. The Japanese position in Asia has been as thoroughly misrepresented as the German position in Europe. The Japanese had at least as much right to imperial expansion in Asia as the British, French and Dutch—probably more, as they were fellow Asians. The Japanese were the main barrier to communism in China. It was precisely their removal from the mainland which led to the much greater atrocities of the Chinese Communists.

The Roosevelt regime immeasurably strengthened the Japanese moderates. The deliberate strangulation of the Japanese economy by various embargoes and trade restrictions would have led inevitably to war even had there been no Japanese war party. The U.S position on Chinese-Japanese relations was pure hypocrisy. The European powers had many times intervened in China to protect lives and property. Why were the Japanese forbidden to do the same?

Any revisionist review of his Pacific policy reveals FDR to be just as much a “slant eye” as any Japanese militarist. The Pearl Harbor set-up is just as unarguable as the Holocaust Hoax. With respect to atrocities, WWII in the Pacific was a race war and each side behaved accordingly. The U.S., in addition to firebombing civilians just as it and the British did in Europe, casually dropped two atom bombs on Japan. If NBF prefers to regard the unspeakable Japanese cruelties on POW’s as morally worse, he may be right. I have no desire to quarrel with him.

There was a very real possibility of turning the Japanese war machine against Russia. That would have preserved the bumbling British and guaranteed the defeat of Stalin. That never happened because FDR preferred to pick a fight. The same blind stupidity which started the war prolonged it unnecessarily. The Japanese were ready to quit long before the A-bombs were dropped. The Japanese peace party was given no encouragement.

After it was all over, were the Dutch, French and British restored to their former glory? Did Chinese communism “liberate” the peasants from the cruel foreign conqueror? Did the Korean and Vietnam Wars make up for not having killed every last Japanese?

The Japanese were murderous imperialists without a shred of decency in their Samurai swords. Not one tear should be shed for the Japanese cooked by American flame throwers. But wars are not fought for the purpose of killing detested enemies. They are fought for carefully thought-out objectives. There was never any thought behind our crusade against Imperial Japan. NBF would prefer to dwell on subhuman behavior rather than analyze what policies should have been pursued.

New Testament Challenged
Those Christians who persist in deluding themselves that Christendom will at the proper moment rise up in defense of their civilization, won’t even defend their Holy Book. Jews have challenged the New Testament account of the Crucifixion, branding it a lie. They have demanded that Christendom join them in so branding it. Furthermore they have demanded that Christendom declare them wholly blameless for that foul deed. Christendom has betrayed the New Testament without a peep of protest from Christians anywhere. What next, brand Christ Himself a liar? Again it will be done without protest from Christians. What plausible excuse is there for the continued existence of Christianity? It may as well fold its tents. It’s finished. Indeed, has it ever been anything but a Jewish yo-yo in the first place?
Michael Jackson Nailed
If any doubt remains about the pedophilic propensities of Michael Jackson, it was dispelled by the recent testimony of Jerome Johnson, an ex-Jackson bodyguard. Johnson said he personally escorted Jackson and a 10- or 12-year-old boy to a bedroom in the house of Jackson's parents when they were out of town. The black with the whitewashed phiz has already paid $15 million to settle a lawsuit filed against him by the father of a 13-year-old acolyte.

WASPlshly Incorrect
The African-American Society at Emory & Henry College in Virginia is in a stew about the school's mascot.

Black students complain that the word wasp is all too easily confused with the acronym for White Anglo-Saxon Protestant, currently the country's most kicked-around population group. The college administration hasn't yet surrendered.

More Hate Crime Hoaxes
Another of the increasing number of hate crime hoaxes came to light in Farmington Hills (MI) recently. The town's high school was plagued with written death threats and racial slurs aimed at black teachers and black students. The entire student body was kept in a turmoil for several weeks, until it was discovered that the threats were written by a 15-year-old black female student, who signed some of her hate notes, "White Power."

In Reedsport (OR) three owners of a house they claimed had been burned down by anti-Semites turned out to be the true arsonists. They felt that getting the fire classified as a hate crime would make it easier to collect the $85,000 insurance. The lawyer for one defendant, a converted Jew, asserted that his client's "devotion to Judaism" would never allow him to do such a thing.

Tony the Tailgater
Any instaurationist wishing to browse through a typical Jewish life story should pick up Tony Curtis: An Autobiography. Like The Ragman's Son, the bio of his friend and sometime co-star, Kirk Douglas, Curtis's tome is a salty stew of vulgarity, self-pity, racist paranoia, four-letter words and unending sexual conquests of willing and semi-willing shikas. Having never met a Nordic woman he didn't salivate over, Tony Schwartz (his real moniker) goes into great detail about his multiplicitous beddings, which produced at least six half-Northern European Mischlings, the most prominent being the horse-faced Jamie Lee, daughter of Nordic actress Janet Leigh. Now in the winter of his content, Curtis, after four Gentile wives, has finally wed one of his own, a woman less than half his age. His favorite word is the "f" word, which he liberally sprinkles on nearly every page, using it alternately as noun, adjective and verb.

Curtis, originally hailimg from the Bronx, has spent most of his life in and around the Promised Land of Los Angeles. Jewish networking made him a very wealthy man, enabling him to indulge his favorite pursuit of blondes and drugs. The latter, by his own admission, came close to killing him.

On second thought, don't bother with this book. Reading the graffiti in a public restroom is much cheaper and quicker, and will serve the same purpose.

Decline and Fall
The incredible prices that the bric-a-brac of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis fetched on the auction block represented one more phase in the reversal of values in late 20th-century America. Items worth at the most a few hundred dollars brought large multiples of that ($42,500 for a tape measure; $18,000 for a salt and pepper shaker). Why the outrageously high bids? Because they belonged to a media heroine.

Here is a barely attractive, bow-legged woman, married to a man who bedded a Mafia moll practically under her nose in the White House, a woman who took $1 million from her husband's father not to get a divorce, a woman who when a widow married an egregiously dark Greek millionaire, a woman who ended up as the mistress of a Jewish diamond trader.

It is no surprise that people who deify Jacqueline Kennedy are quite willing to put up with a president who has now been charged with indecent exposure, a man whose taste for women is on a par with that of Jacqueline's first husband.

Readers of Edward Gibbon's History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire have difficulty believing that so many of the emperors and empresses could have been so corrupt, perverse and decadent. Looking at our own present rulers and their spouses, Gibbon's villains become more believable.

Dahmer's Stuff for Sale
Another much less glamorous auction is in the offing. Milwaukee lawyer Robert Steuer plans to sell off some of the late Jeffrey Dahmer's possessions. People will have the opportunity to bid for a 57-gallon drum, refrigerator, freezer, couch, bed, 80-quart aluminum kettle, four saw blades, a pair of jeans, greeting cards, a sponge, bed sheets, records and tapes, two bicycles, an empty rum bottle, four knives, a sledge hammer, Gargoyle figurines, chemical-resistant gloves, a chair, tables and other grisly miscellanea belonging to the pervert who killed 17 young men and boys. Dahmer was murdered while in prison by another inmate in 1994.

Unjust Deserts
If anyone was due for a Nobel Peace Prize, it was Brian Urquhart, for 40 years in charge of UN peacekeeping operations. A day before the award in 1986 a Norwegian reporter called and told him he was going to win the prize. But at the last minute Elie Wiesel got the nod. Apparently it was no great surprise to a Norwegian film crew that told Urquhart what had happened some months later. Urquhart was scheduled to get the prize, but "pressure" was exerted to give it to Wiesel, whose hateful, racist words against Germany make him one of the world's greatest haters, not peacemakers.

Forget the Eccentrics
The U.S. needs a complete makeover, but nuts simply don't have the capability of performing this miracle. Preaching an idiotic brand of cultism to a bunch of poor, deluded, check-bouncing crazies holed up in a ranch with a few women and children as hostages or bargaining chips is not likely to solve any of our problems.

A small group shaking its fist at the government and telling the FBI and BATF to go to hell may be the meat of a second-rate sitcom, but it does absolutely nothing to advance our cause. Intelligent Americans—there are a few left—are not going to risk their lives and jobs to follow a group of ignoramuses whose agenda is so confused that no one understands it, least of all the cult leaders.
Hillary’s Gang
Fifteen of the 16 people who work for Hillary Clinton are women. Tacked on the wall of the First Lady’s office is a blow-up of this personal ad:

HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON TYPE
Sought by single Jewish attorney, 31, who is bright, sincere, and cute. There’s nothing sexier than an intelligent, powerful, and successful female who knows what she wants.

Censors at Work and Play
• There is nothing modern Westerners fancy more than devils, fancy them so much that they want to protect them from any possible semblance of goodness. Evil when born, they are evil unto death. The greatest devil, Adolf Hitler, is so devilish that in many countries it is a criminal offense to say one good word about him.

Marge Schott, the millionaire owner of the Cincinnati Reds baseball team, still hasn’t “got it” about Hitler. She had the naiveté, or courage, to say, in a recent TV interview, “Everything you read, when he came in he was good. They built tremendous highways and got all the factories going. He went nuts, he went berserk. I think his own generals tried to kill him, didn’t they? Everybody knows he was the self-described champion of free speech, so he was good. His unapologetic theme is the collective guilt of all Germans. Generally liberaldom is opposed to blaming an entire people for the acts of a few, but in the case of the Holocaust all bets and all principles are off.

• While the liberal-minority coalition, the self-described champion of free speech, was cheering the banning of Irving’s opus, it was praising a new hate book, Hitler’s Willing Executioners, by Judeocentric Daniel Jonah Goldhagen, who lays the blame for the Holocaust on the German people themselves, not on the Nazi leadership. His unapologetic theme is the collective guilt of all Germans. Generally liberaldom is opposed to blaming an entire people for the acts of a few, but in the case of the Holocaust all bets and all principles are off.

• The L.A. Times, that trumpet of free expression, banned the comic strip B.C. because of its increasingly Christian content, particularly one strip which celebrated Christ’s arrival in Jerusalem a week before he was nailed to the cross. Public clamor forced the Times to reinstate the strip.

• Simon & Schuster and Random House were both interested in the possibility of publishing Louis Farrakhan’s upcoming autobiography. But then the employees of both firms threatened to quit, if their bosses decided to go ahead with the project. So it was no go. Quoting a Random House employee, the New York Observer (Dec. 11, 1995) wrote:

[Most of the houses are controlled by Jewish people and they’re totally trying to block him [Farrakhan] out the same way they tried to block out Malcolm X. This is a very major book and the Jewish lobby will not let him off the hook.]

What’s Louis Up To?
If you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em. Such seems to be the new motto of Louis Farrakhan, who told a scribbler for the New Yorker magazine that the branches of his family tree responsible for his café-au-lait skin tone were not just ordinary whites but Jews. He also mused that his Jewish genes were responsible for his fascination with the caterwauling (our word, not his) of Jewish cantors. To be specific, Farrakhan claims he had a white Portuguese grandfather who, because he came from Barbados and Jamaica, was ipso facto Sephardic. The confession of his mixed ancestry notwithstanding, the Nation of Islam leader would not let his interviewer go without a parting shot of anti-Semitism: “I believe there are many wise Jews who plan good and there are many wise Jews who plan evil.” Both run a central planning group he denominated as a cabal.

Apparently this Jewish cabal is extensive enough to include Howard University, the back version of Harvard. Two Farrakhan followers were banned from speaking on the campus. So far, however, the cabal has been reluctant to bring Farrakhan before a congressional committee to delve into the particulars of his 27-day grand tour of the Middle East and African countries.

Goetz Back on the Stand
A jury of two Hispanic and four black New Yorkers ordered Bernhard Goetz, the half-Jewish electronics consultant, who has been out of the limelight for 12 years, to pay an out-of-sight $43 million to paralyzed Darrell Cabey, one of the four black muggers who tried to rob him in a New York subway in 1984. When Goetz was freed on the shooting rap, a judge threw some crumbs to black activists by sending him away for 8½ months on a gun possession charge. The three other blacks in the attempted subway heist have been in and out of jail ever since.

Goetz discommodated bill collectors by declaring bankruptcy. It will be interesting to see how much Simpson in his civil trial for wrongful death will have to pay for killing, not just wounding, two whites: $43 million? $10 million? Zilch? Goetz’s lawyer was Darnay Hoffman, ex-husband of Sidney Barrows, the Mayflower Madam. Lawrence Ruby, the plaintiff’s Jewish lawyer, is the anointed disciple of
the late, ungreat William Kunstler, who, before his death, probably did more than any other shyster to torpedo America's once respected criminal justice system.

Immigration Do-Nothings
It seems extremely serendipitous for the open-borders crowd that just as Congress was busy gutting legislation to reduce immigration that TV news gave a considerable amount of time to a Rodney King-type video of police clubbing illegals. It happened after a dangerous high-speed truck chase during which garbage and other objects were thrown at the pursuing cops. The driver of the truck is now suing Los Angeles County for $10 million. Since there are certain to be Hispanics on the jury, a judgment in favor of the plaintiff is pretty certain. In a similar and bloodier episode less than a week later, a truck jammed with 25 illegals, followed by a Border Patrol car, turned over on a dirt road, killing seven and injuring 18 of the Hispanic interlopers. One can just imagine the lawsuits that will emanate from this incident.

As for immigration legislation, which directly concerns the question of America's survival as a white nation, Congress refused to bite the bullet. Legal immigration was unscathed (one reason being that the Chosen want to keep the doors open for more hundreds of thousands of Russian Jews). In point of fact, legal immigration is due for a sharp increase next year. Only a few band-aids were placed on illegal immigration.
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During the recent government shutdown, 780,000 federal employees were laid off or were forced to expend their efforts for not one penny, all while members of Congress were pulling down $5,000 of their obscene $133,600 salary.

According to the Washington Times, Hillary Clinton "hangs out" with people who are convinced 75% of parents sexually abuse their children. Rebutting the First Lady, Dr. Elaine Foster, an expert in the field of child abuse, testified before Congress that in 1992 there were 1,227,223 false allegations of child abuse.

Jews make up to 30% of some U.S. Buddhist groups. Jewish Buddhists claim they feel less threatened when they kowtow to the Buddha than when they convert to Christianity.

Jews comprise 20% of the country's top civil servants, 40% of the partners in major law firms. Jews' per capita income is twice that of non-Jews (Jews in the New American Scene, Harvard Univ. Press).

George Burns' two children (both adopted), 7 grandchildren and 4 great-grandchildren were raised as Catholics, the religion of comedienne Gracie Allen, Burns' wife. To please his Catholic family, George ate fish on Friday, while wearing a hat to celebrate his Jewish heritage.

The Jewish population of America now totals 5,800,000, 2.3% of the total U.S. population. 50% of Jews in the 1980s married non-Jews. Only 25% of the children of these interracial couples are raised as Jews. (World Jewish Congress Report) Only in Israel, Germany, Canada, Panama and Hong Kong is the Jewish population increasing.

In 1984, 955 inmates in state prisons died of AIDS. In 1994 in state and federal jails, 2.3% of the 999,693 prisoners were HIV positive.

Louis Farrakhan and his Nation of Islamites claimed there were as many as 2 million marchers in the super-hyped Million Man March. The National Park Service, under severe pressure to expand its original count of 400,000 marchers, refused to do so—a rare show of independence that caused Negroes to denounce the Service as a racist organization.

A bare 1% of 7,638 U.S. soldiers interviewed in a search for "extremists" admitted having contacts with "extremist groups."

After only a half-hour of deliberation a federal court jury of 7 blacks and 1 white awarded $2.5 million to a Negro lawyer, Lawrence Mungin, who sued his employer, a prominent Jewish law firm, for racial discrimination.

Southern California is now home to 500,000 Muslims and 700,000 Jews.

In 1993 blacks committed 1.54 million violent crimes against whites and 1.29 million violent crimes against fellow blacks. (City Journal, Spring 1996)

94% of Americans are opposed to federal judges overturning citizens' initiatives, such as California's Proposition 187 to eliminate welfare for illegals.

An ad for a new book, The Black Holocaust for Beginners, states that the American slave trade was responsible for "the elimination of at least 60 million Africans from their Motherland." Five corpses in Africa or on the high seas for every successful import. The ad failed to mention the African tribal chiefs who sold their own people to white slave traders.

More than 50 Holocaust memorials, record centers and libraries are in business or will soon be open for business in the U.S.

In the 1980s the U.S. was producing 3 lawyers for every engineer.

9,732 of the prisoners released by Philadelphia Judge Norma Shapiro were rearrested on charges of murder and rape.

A recent Roper Poll of 139 journalists endorsed what thoughtful newspaper readers have known for decades. The Fourth Estate is overwhelmingly liberal. 89% of the 139 voted for Clinton in 1992, 7% for Bush, 2% for Perot, 2% other.

The House of Representatives honored Holocaust Remembrance Day by passing a resolution 420 to 0 deploring Holocaust deniers. Not one independent mind in the whole legislative bunch dared question the unquestionable.

AIDS-stricken slam-dunker Magic Johnson was given a 3-day suspension and a $10,000 fine for roughing up an umpire. Missing even one game reduced Johnson's fat paycheck to a cool $62,500.
Primate Watch

The string of Torah scroll robberies in New York City is solved. The robbers were two Jewish males, one of whom entered various Hebrew religious sites with the declared intent to pray, then snatched whatever scrolls were handy and am­
cracyed. His partner, the buyer of the stolen goods, was an Hasidic silversmith, who was well aware of the origins of the scrolls.

Negress Felicia Scott, 29, who couldn't have children, was jealous of her best friend who was nearly nine months preg­
nant, so jealous that she shot her to death and excised the baby from her womb. Mi­
raculously the infant survived. Jill the Rip­
er is now in the Tuscaloosa (AL) jail. A similarly gruesome caesarian was per­
formed in Chicago last November by an­
other baby-obsessed Negress.

Fisseha Senbet, a 45-year-old black, stalked white public school teacher Karen Mitsoff, a 52-year-old widow, after she tried to end their five-year affair. Police were of little help. Before he shot and killed her prey, Senbet had broken into Karen's apartment in Alexandria (VA) and threat­
ed to murder her. Some days later he made good on his threat, killing him­
sel as an anti-climax.

Eric Rabkin and Eugene Silverman (who else?) have written It's a Gas: A Study of Flatulence, a book the authors say “is a breath of fresh air for the 20% of adults who suffer from excessive gas.”

Linda Lewis, in an effort to get away from Long Guyland crime, moved to War­
wick (NY), a 96% white town 50 miles north of Gotham, with her black 6'5" son, Robert, who soon became the high school's football star. He also became the town's star sodomite, according to a 15­
year-old white girl, who claimed he sexu­
ally assaulted in a school stairwell.

Ronald Davies, the shrimpish 5'1" judge who ordered the desegregation of Little Rock public schools is dead at age 91. When Governor Faubus and the Arkansas National Guard opposed the judge's com­
mmand, President Eisenhower sent down

Dan Rostenkowski, as chairman of the Ways and Means Committee, was for years arguably the most powerful member of the House. Sent to a country club jail for 17 months and fined $100,000, Ros­
tenkowski said, quite correctly, “I don't believe that I am any different than the vast majority of the members of Congress.”

Once the Pacific Lumber Company was bought by a conglomerate headed by Charles Hurwitz, “selective cutting” gave way to “clear cutting.” Some of the arbo­
real victims within range of Hurwitz's saws are trees more than a 1,000 years old and 200 feet high. “Forest killer” Hurwitz was helped in his corporate raiding by Jewish embezzlers Michael Milken and Ivan Boesky.

Leona Helmsley, who served 18 months for tax evasion, plunked down $13 mil­
cion in cash for five acres in Miami Beach. The high-living Choseness plans to make her Florida home a duplicate of her 11,000-sq.-ft. mansion in Phoenix.

In late February, Chosenite Benjamin Gilman (R-NY) paid a visit to Jewish spy­
master Jonathan Pollard at the latter's current residence, the Butner (NC) federal prison. Gilman, one of the House's loud­
est cheerleaders for Israel, is working night and day to get Pollard released, so he can move to Israel where he has been granted citizenship as a token of the Zion­
ist state's affection.

Leonard Abramson will receive almost $1 billion as a result of the merger of his company, U.S. Healthcare, with Aetna. Could these obscene payoffs be one cause of the high cost of health care?

The Central Conference of American Rabbis has approved same-sex marriages.

Alan Greenspan, Colin Powell and At­
torney General Janet Reno were among the 160 guests attending the nuptials of Senator William Cohen (R-ME) and black TV hostess Jane Langhant. Another equally noteworthy marriage spilled wrinkled womanizing “hunk” Clint Eastwood, 65, to Dina Ruiz, 30, of Irish, Japanese and black descent.

Osceola County (FL) is cursed with two highly politically incorrect geographical features: Nigger Creek and Nigger Brown Lake. County officials have promised to do something about it.

The captain of the American Airlines Boeing 757 that plowed into a Colombi­
an peak last year, killing 159, was Nick Tafuri. Among his many mistakes, as re­
vealed from the retrieved black box, he eschewed looking at a landing checklist.

Ronald Davies, the shrimpish 5'1" judge who ordered the desegregation of Little Rock public schools is dead at age 91. When Governor Faubus and the Arkansas National Guard opposed the judge’s command, President Eisenhower sent down 1,200 army troops to see that Davies’s anti­white ruling was enforced.

Fort Worth teacher Joel Lopez was ar­rested for repeated sexual assaults on a student in his fourth-grade class. At times he fondled her in a schoolroom closet while his class was in session. Lopez gave the teeny-bopper object of his affection a small pink stuffed bear, to which he pin­
ned the note, “I Love You.”

Doddering dopster Timothy Leary, 75, dying of prostate cancer, smokes 44 cigare­
ettes and one reefer a day, guzzles three cups of coffee, two glasses of wine and one beer, downs two Tylenol and two morphine pills, inhales 12 balloons of nitrous acid and ingests three crackers laminated with cheese-soaked pot.

Call it retributive justice. After surren­
dering his 74-ft. yacht and 400,000 shares of a Canadian chemical company worth $16 million, Majority Renegade of the Year F. Lee Bailey was sprung from a Tallahassee jail, where he had served 44 days. According to the tabloids, he was scared and nervous while incarcerated. He figured white supremacists might try to get him for his unconscionable grilling of Mark Fuhrman in the Simpson trial.

Every day Bailey spent in his cell must have added an extra degree of warmth to the cockles of Fuhrman’s heart.

The Central Conference of American Rabbis has approved same-sex marriages.

Alan Greenspan, Colin Powell and At­
torney General Janet Reno were among the 160 guests attending the nuptials of Senator William Cohen (R-ME) and black TV hostess Jane Langhant. Another equally noteworthy marriage spilled wrinkled womanizing “hunk” Clint Eastwood, 65, to Dina Ruiz, 30, of Irish, Japanese and black descent.

Osceola County (FL) is cursed with two highly politically incorrect geographical features: Nigger Creek and Nigger Brown Lake. County officials have promised to do something about it.
It may be pure coincidence or wishing for the moon, but since CBS was sold to Westinghouse, Dan Rather appears to be mellowing. Indeed, the entire CBS News gang—never really fair, of course—is getting to be fairer. The cameras of Bob Simon and his crew in Israel lingered long and sympathetically over the pile of Lebanese dead killed by Israeli heavy artillery and warplanes. It is too much to expect that Westinghouse, a Majority company, will be able to significantly tone down the Jewish racism that has long prevailed on CBS, though certainly there has been some slight movement in that direction. One CBS reporter, Bernard Goldberg, has actually come out and asserted that television news is practically a liberal monopoly. So far the apostate hasn't been given his pink slip.

In the meantime, couch potatoes might as well give up on CNN, which has now been bought by all-Jewish Time Warner. NBC is still owned by General Electric, another Majority company, whose non-Jewish roots may help to keep the network from going overboard for Clinton in this year's presidential election. Although he dutifully reads the slanted news handed to him every night, somehow Tom Brokaw comes across as a tad more sensible and balanced than his rival anchors.

Almost the reverse of what is happening in CBS is occurring in ABC. Once owned by Majorityites, ABC has now been bought by the all-Jewish Disney Co. Will this affect Peter Jennings's nightly spiel? Not likely. Jennings is a Majority renegade of the first water. He doesn't need to have his Jewish bosses tell him what to do. He has been housebroken for years. His two children from his previous Chosenite wife only add to his non-objectivity.

Bob Grant, an Italian American whose real name is Robert Gigante, is a few-holds-barred talk show host who has been skirting pretty close to the edge—the edge being the outer limits of truth—for years. For his relative fearlessness, he was fiercely attacked in April as a racist by Harvard Professor Alan Dershowitz, a Jewish blowhard who seems to bob up everywhere these days except in his university's lecture halls. Dershowitz, who has or rather had a weekly talktest show on WABC-AM, where Grant also held forth, was fired for libeling a fellow talking head. His ouster was no great deal because his ratings were minuscule compared to Grant's. But Jewish Harvard professors belong to a power priesthood that does not go gently into that good night. In no time Grant was also canned. WABC-AM was part of the Capital Cities/ABC media package sold to Disney. This being a brazen lie, the network apologized, an apology Gumbel arrogantly refused to associate himself with. It helps to be a Negro in the TV infrastructure. Jews may can whites to their hearts' content, but scatological black Clintonians remain unscathed, not just because the Democrats protect their own, but because when high-profile Negroes are dismissed from any job, riots can ensue.

The ability of good actors to play any number of different parts indicates they may have very little character of their own. Marlon Brando is a case in point. His own character or what is left of it is in the moral dumps, as evidenced by an old Playboy interview and recent bull sessions with Larry King. One moment he is praising Jews to high heaven; the next he is crawling to the Simon Wiesenthal Center begging for forgiveness for saying that Jews run Hollywood. No one actually delved into Brando's charge. Whoever did would quickly find that Brando was telling the unvarnished truth. "Conservative" Jewish film critic Michael Medved has gone on record stating that, "for the first time in movie history, the production chiefs of all ten Hollywood studios are Jews." (First Things, April 1996)

The Jewishness that pervades the movie industry goes far beyond the executive suites. The writers, producers and agents are all largely of the Chosen persuasion. Turn on practically any sitcom and the rehashed one-liners leave no question that something alien and foreign is eating away at what civilization still remains in this benighted country. The cultural stench is overwhelming. Majority geniuses invented television. Minority racists eventually moved in and used the medium to disparage and attack the race of the inventors.

George Will damned Pat Buchanan for having a campaign official who had some infrequent associations with white supremacists. At the time, Will did not disclose that his second wife, an attractive hybrid by the name of Mari Maseng Will, was Communications Director of the Dole campaign. Will, famous for opposing any attempt to put tariffs on Japanese luxury cars, also omitted to mention that his wife's communications firm was paid $200,000 a year by the Japanese Automobile Manufacturers Assn.
From Zip 121. Because I was too lazy to get up and turn the tube off, I ended up watching Rush Limbaugh's daily half-hour TV show, broadcast locally at 12:30 a.m. This particular session featured a rally held in Washington (DC) to oppose Republican efforts to "reform" and cut back welfare handouts. To give credit where credit is due, Limbaugh did quite an effective—and frequently funny—job of playing various excerpts from some of the speeches delivered at the rally, as he pointed out their absurdities. Virtually all the speakers shown were from the usual rogue's gallery of white liberal and leftist welfare activists and labor leaders, although members of the rank and file audience were of a distinctly darker complexion.

This racial disproportion led Limbaugh to make what was, in effect, the central theme of his show, a theme he pounds home whenever he approaches the explosive topic of race: "White liberals," he forever intones, are misleading blacks by encouraging them to opt for "socialism" instead of self-reliance, private enterprise and hard work. Limbaugh believes—or at least claims to believe—that should America's huge black population follow his wise counsel rather than the advice of the "white liberals" speaking at the rally, they would collectively be en route to happiness and prosperity. In short, blacks would transform themselves from "bad" Jesse Jacksons to "good" Clarence Thomases. The black Supreme Court Justice being the ne plus ultra of Good Negrodom in Rush's cosmology.

To come down to it, Rush's rap is in all fundamental respects identical to the ideas purveyed by conservative politicians. Remember Nixon's program for "black capitalism" back in the 1968 presidential campaign? Even from a strictly economic standpoint (and the Negro Problem is and always will be vastly more than an economic issue), Nixon and Limbaugh's "black capitalism" schemes will never go anywhere, given the Negro's basic lack of entrepreneurial and technical abilities. Consider that perhaps 50,000 Asian Indians in Uganda controlled at least three-quarters of that nation's retail trade before they were kicked out by the Big Voodoo Man, Idi Amin, in 1972. It's the same story—with innumerable variations—everywhere else. "Black capitalism" is an absolute non-starter. Negro "economic progress" will continue to be a result of phony educational credentials, phony government sinecures and phony private sector jobs based on affirmative action arm-twisting.

Economic questions and white liberal leadership are all strictly secondary issues when tackling the position of the Negro in American society. The black is organically a permanent and enthusiastic recruit in the service of both class and race war. The German philosopher, Alfred Rosenberg, in his book, The Myth of the Twentieth Century, published in the early 1920s, suggested that when the black population in the U.S. reached approximately 50 million, it would then be in a position to "deliver a decisive blow to white America." It is a blow which white America circa 1996 can feel coming and which white liberal leadership and black capitalism will never deflect.

Limbaugh and his conservative brethren are all guilty of misleading the American Majority by presenting it with weak and inadequate nostrums. They stimulate a false hope in Majority hearts that there are relatively easy solutions to enormous problems. Consequently they serve to further reinforce the Majority's inner decadence, which the liberal-minority coalition is moving heaven and earth to encourage. The first order of business for the Majority is simply to face the racial music. By listening to Limbaugh's in-consequent tunes, we are only postponing that difficult but absolutely necessary task.

From Zip 420. The Montel Williams Show (April 15) began at the same time The Leeza Gibbons Show came on. Leeza's guest was Montel. In the few seconds my finger hovered above the remote button I heard Gibbons reporting that many women found Montel "sexy." To prove her point she showed a photo of the bald black and his deluded white wife.

Williams strikes me as one of those Negroes who was considered a genius in school because his IQ was 96 instead of the average 80. He not only memorized much of the racial equality impropositive manufactured by Jews in these last 40 years, he actually believed it.

Williams and the thousands of his "bloods," whose intelligence approaches the white average, strut puffed-up across this surrealistic world stage through which we're staggering. Blacks have taken the billions of dollars provided by Fed-forced white taxpayers and regarded them as tribute. Inciteful professional Negroes and media mongrels like Montel repeat and repeat the mantra, "The races are equal." But affirmative action, quotas and the other black-marked handouts tell the true story.

Educated Negroes like Montel probably love the system as much as I hate it. "Everything's going my way," he could sing. But if he and his ilk think this system will race its white-trashing way through the 21st century, as it did through the 20th, they have another think coming. Negroes who've ridden the liberal-minority air waves to riches live in the Black Golden Age. It doesn't get any better than this, my colored friends.

Dying America will give up its unholy ghost sometime in the next 50 years. I don't see how the patient can hold out much longer. Try as these Disunited States of America might, I'm convinced the U.S. will never celebrate its tricentennial.

I don't see how agitators like Jesse Jackson can have the gall to complain about the underrepresentation of blacks in TV-land. In my opinion I've seen all 30 million African Americans on the one-eyed tube since 1965, when I first stared back at Cyclostein. More and more, American TV is becoming colored TV.

We must stoically endure our life sentences under these conditions. But my hopes ride high for the future. The Monoracial Imperative shall emerge victorious over the Multiracial Abomination in 21st-century Formeramerica. The Ethno-state Dream is the one we must dedicate ourselves to fulfill.

Unponderable Quote
The United States leads the way in sheer numbers of [space alien] abductions, with England and Brazil following behind, largely because of the availability of practicing hypnotists and therapists working with abductees in this country.

Harvard Professor John Mack
Zip 625 accused me of using too much alliteration in my column. He indicated I should write more simply.

Yes, Zip 625, I can write simple, if I have to. Even like a simpleton. But not for Instauration.

I was a newspaper reporter once, though I don’t like to be reminded of it.

I wanted to tell the truth. I was just writing lies. That’s the reason I quit as quickly as I could.

I can’t forget my first editor. The first day he said to me.

“Kid, use short words. The shorter the better. Four, maybe five, words per sentence. One-syllable words. If you can.

He got mad when I said “syllable” has three syllables.

Don’t be a wise guy. We know you’ve been to college. Don’t let it show.

Don’t let the reader know. They’re dummies, just like me.

They’ll resent it if you show off. They’ll be jealous. Just like me.

Use short sentences. Short paragraphs. Two, three sentences, max.

Model on Hemingway, not Faulkner, kid.

Mencken used words like “chrestomathy.” Don’t do it. He was a show-off, a linguist.

He admired Nietzsche. He admired German culture. He was a smart aleck.

He opposed our wars against Germany. He founded the American Mercury. It was called anti-Semitic. You can’t be like Mencken any more.

No poetry, please. No Big Thoughts. No analysis. No Deep Thinking.

Leave that stuff for the Jews. They own the franchise. Stick to picture writing. Think of the picture writing on those caves. No Jew ever did those. Jews lived in tents.

Cave pictures don’t have any philosophy. No Deep Thoughts.

Not too much punctuation, kid. People find it confusing. Keep a diary for your Deep Thoughts.

We don’t sell newspapers. We don’t sell Truth. We sell advertising.

As for me, dear 625, I am opposed to the leveling pressures and the puerilities of our pandemonium democracy, a system pandemonium with pandering to a disease called “diversity,” a system all too correct with a disease that is political, a disease for which another opinion poll is the only cure the sicko politicians can conceive. I am opposed to the “dumbing-down” syndrome which overdrives our money-driven democracy and plutocratic culture. I refuse to pretend to be other than what I am, white and imprisoned by my genes and by a media and a system which insists that I am free, despite all the mezuzah evidence to the contrary.

How much “diversity” does the media really allow? When Clinton convokes a conference to “solve” the problem of terrorism against Israel, can anybody tell the difference between hypocrisy and political correctness any more?

When “conservative WASP” Fred Barnes compares American militias to Hamas, and nobody else in the freely convened “discussion group” objects, can we still boast of “freedom of the press”? When the interminable discussion groups convened to discuss Hamas are all composed of Jews, when the lamentations for the dead are only for Jews, can we still boast about “diversity”?

Dear Zip 625, I refuse to be “cabin’d, cribb’d, confined” (to borrow an alliteration bestowed by John Milton) by a Constitution which has been perverted from its true intention for the benefit of those who can beg, borrow and steal to survive—who apparently prefer to beg, borrow and steal to survive—rather than bake their own bread without buttering it with the sweat of somebody else’s higher brow. I refuse to pretend to be other than what I am. I refuse to condescend to my readers.

Do you want magazines to be politically correct, in style as well as in content? If so, then get to the mezuzah-monitored pages of Newsweek and Time. Get thee to the territory of the TV sound-bite, where your blood will be sucked by the schlockmeisters who write for the tabloids and tabloid TV, the insatiable vampires who will drain your brain and transfuse it full of serialized soap suds, who will soft-soap you into the tsetse-fly sleep of yarmulke TV, the TV that is circumsized to fit the agenda of the powers that be.

The way you say it is what you say, dear 625. Style says a great deal. Do you see no difference between an Irish ballad, The Song of Songs and Gangsta Rap, when they’re all about love? Isn’t the difference largely a matter of style? (Well, maybe not, unless you can concede that a gorilla is capable of longing and tenderness, too.)

It’s because I read the Bible that I reject the “normal” Christianity which is preached from our pallid Episcopal pulpits and by the crackpot Cabalists of the Holy Koran like Louis Farrakhan and the muddy Talmudists and the frazzled funny farm Fundamentalists and rapturized rabbis like Jerry Falwell. But I’m puzzled about one thing. Shakespeare (here comes that King James English, once again) is one of the most “complicated” poets. Yet his audience was largely illiterate, an audience of what we would call farmers and simple folk, peasants and artisans who prized literature and language, the wit and the wisdom of the Bard’s plays, long before they were read in schools and colleges.

How come Shakespeare’s “great unwashed” (and I do mean unwashed) reveled in his language and gloried in his linguistic flights of fancy—especially his puns and wordplay—whereas our TVized and monified democracy thinks that puerile soap operas and silly sitcoms are the soul of wit?

How come a largely illiterate peasantry “produced” (or at least accepted) Washington, Jefferson, Madison and Monroe, and now we get Clinton, Carter, Colin Powell and a lame millionaire academic called Lamar Alexander masquerading as a man of the people with his sour-note piano and lumbering lumberjack-shirted lies? Would Washington have demeaned himself that way, for the sake of “democracy”?

Currently, when an incumbent president lied shamelessly to spin himself into the oval office, and another nominee has been on the public dole for 36 years, would either one accept the voluntary term limits on power which George Washington imposed upon himself? Is there any rock bottom to this reverse Darwinism, to the dumbing-down effects of our so-called democracy?

We will descend to that muddy rock bottom much more quickly, Zip 625, if you insist on dumbing all styles down to the Dead-Sea level of our already sunken-below-sea-level so-called democracy.

V.S. STINGER
Notes from the Sceptred Isle—John Nobull

Published in 1960, Michael Grant’s The World of Rome was perhaps the last full-length objective study of that historical epoch. Grant was very much an establishment historian, in the old sense. Born in 1914, he went to Harrow, studied the classics at Trinity College, Cambridge, and later become President and Vice-Chancellor of the Queen’s University of Belfast. The book presents a fascinating picture of Rome and ranks in my mind with Mommsen’s famous study of daily life in the capital of what was surely the grandest of all empires.

By 1960, the shadow of political correctness was already looming in the publishing world. Accordingly and somewhat wimpishly, Grant expresses himself carefully when he comes to key questions, such as: Was it a coincidence that Rome declined as floods of slaves and immigrants came in from the eastern Mediterranean? Back in the 18th century, Edward Gibbon said of his magnificent work, The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, “I have described the triumph of barbarism and Christianity.” This is also what Nietzsche meant when he described the triumph of “slave morality.”

Treading carefully through this minefield, Grant generalises about Rome around the year A.D. 100:

The Romans of the principate were a new, cosmopolitan race, different in ethnic composition from the Italians who had fought for the empire in the earlier centuries of the Republic. Whether this must be thought a change for the better or worse depends upon the point of view [or race] of the historian who is considering the matter. If any generalisation about so many millions of people may be possible, the new, Oriental, darker Romans were more excitable, less industrious, less grimly pertinacious and with less team spirit than their forerunners, but also quicker-witted, more spiritual, and more humane.

This last clause, of course, is a bow to Christianity.

Unlike Gibbon, Grant refrains from generalising about the Jews, “the enemies of mankind” in Gibbon’s phrase. In the main he restricts himself to the events in which they were deeply involved. If you look for “Jews” in the index, you will be referred to “Judaean.” Grant, however, does have the courage to relay Tacitus’s “strangely perverse” description of Jewish customs as “base and abominable, owing their persistence to the depravity of the Jews. . . . The ways of the Jews are preposterous and mean.”

These views were shared by the Alexandrian Greeks, as well as by many of the pagan sects of the period, who identified “the ‘accursed god of the Jews’ with the evil power of Saturn and with the Devil.” We also learn after their third revolt and virtual extirpation of the Jewish national home, Hadrian imposed severe laws prohibiting circumcision, but these were allowed to lapse by Antoninus Pius. But the Greeks never loved them, and against a torrent of Jewish apocalyptic literature, much of it directed against the Greeks, stand papyri inscribed with the “Pagan Acts of the Martyrs.”

Grant, it need be said, dishonestly refrains from describing how the third Jewish revolt began with an unprovoked massacre by Jews of their neighbours in Alexandria, Salamis, Cyrene and other eastern Mediterranean cities. As would be expected, this created a certain amount of bad feeling and helps to explain the final destruction of Jerusalem.

Alas, the Greek Christians had inherited the fanaticism of their Jewish mentors. Grant merely mentions that the last of the great women professors of the Athenian academy, Hypatia, “was lynched by a Christian crowd.” Gibbon is more detailed in his account. He describes how the Christian mob, incited by St. Cyril of Alexandria, a reverend father of the Church, scraped the living flesh from Hypatia’s bones with oyster shells.

When not writing about Judaism or Christianity, Grant is both learned and interesting. What I have done is stress points that he would have found difficult to publish.

A Canadian Laments

The following was written by a British Columbian, but it could easily have been written by an American or one of John Nobull’s compatriots.

The soul-polluting porn will not just go away. Nor will the drugs, the violent crime, the child prostitution, the permissiveness and all that degrades our lives. All will continue to term, as public identify the source of that immorality? How can society rise up and throw off the corruption consuming it, if not permitted to expose the corrupters?

While the sinkhole yawns, the broad masses are lulled by soaps, six-packs and the manipulative media. This invites thrall-dom to steal quietly in with its many faces. Some at first are barely seen as evil, while some are cloaked in a sheep’s coat of pseudo-legality: the farcical “human rights” show trials; the compliant kangaroo courts; the terrifying secret “hearings” of rightists where even the identity of accusers and informers is hidden from the accused who are always presumed guilty—a boggling reversal of common law.

Finally we have the servile Supreme Court of Canada in its essential godlessness and complacency to pressure groups and political correctness.

So perish our freedoms.
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Canada. As elsewhere in many parts of the Western world, what is really going on in Canada is an attempt to criminalize any and all objective remarks about Jews. This odious campaign wears such masks as “minority rights,” “anti-racism,” “progress” and “racial harmony.” But it all boils down to stifling any direct or indirect criticism of the Chosen.

The latest victories and defeats in this battle for and against censorship included the Canadian Supreme Court’s upholding the $3,000 fine against James Keegstra, the ex-mayor of Eckville, for making some anti-Semitic asides while a school teacher 12 long years ago. The Court also upheld the right of a Nova Scotia school board to remove Malcolm Ross from his teaching job, not because he made any anti-Semitic comments before students—he didn’t—but because he uttered such dangerous thoughts outside the classroom. Ross, however, can continue to be employed by the school board, but in a non-teaching capacity.

As for Ernst Zündel, the lightning rod in this fundamentally racial conflict, the government has thrown in the towel in its latest suit against him for conspiracy and racial defamation. Try as he would, the attorney general of Canada simply could not come up with enough evidence. But the lawmen soon made up for this lapse by leaking a report from a Canadian intelligence agency to the effect that Zündel is a “security risk,” an accusation that will probably lead to more interminable hearings and courtroom appearances.

In the Jewish crusade against Zündel, no one seems to have brought up the crime of barratry, the persistent incitement to litigate. A millionaire Jewess, Sibina Citron, has been hounding Zündel with lawsuits and threats of lawsuits for years. Isn’t it time that the tables were turned? Isn’t it time to charge Ms. Citron with barratry and drag her into court and keep her there until she finally shuts up and leaves Zündel in peace?

Chosen impresario Garth Drabinski blew into Vancouver two years ago and convinced local investors that they absolutely must build a new downtown theater to host such crowd-pleasers as Drabinski’s newly confected production of Show Boat. Carpenters, plumbers, plasterers and electricians worked around the clock to finish the new theater ahead of schedule. When they went to collect their wages, however, they found that Gadabout Garth had skipped back to Toronto, leaving behind a mountain of unpaid bills. The tradesmen have now been informed that if they wish to collect, they will have to revert to the courts to pry loose the shekels owed them by Canada’s Mr. Show Business.

Charles Maclean, who hosts an open-line radio show in Vancouver, stumbled into a Jewish minifield recently by broadcasting a telephone interview with historian David Irving from London. Although the topic was “Free Speech and Censorship,” the Canadian Jewish Congress was outraged that Irving had been allowed to speak on the air about anything! Now poor old Charlie, who keeps insisting that some of his best friends are Jews, simply can’t understand why subtle pressure is being applied to his employer and the Radio & TV Commission to have him axed.

Britain. Michael Howard, the British Home Secretary, is a paradoxical supporter of immigration controls. He was born Michael Hecht Llanelli, the offspring of a non-Aryan Romanian refugee.

The New Dictionary of National Biography includes William Joyce, otherwise known as Lord Haw Haw, the Irish fascist who was hanged for his English-language broadcasts from Nazi Germany.

The Ford Company in Britain had a picture made of its assembly line workers. Call it a multiracial montage. But when the company’s ad agency sent the picture to a Ford plant in Poland, it first “whitened” the faces of the four black workers. The idea was that the presence of black faces might not be understood, there being practically no Negroes in Poland. The black Ford workers in England, whose faces had been cosmetized, were paid £1,500 pounds ($2,300) each to assure their damaged self-esteem.

The Vinney Green prison for juveniles gives inmates cash bonuses on their birthdays: £85 for those below 16; £120 for those 16 and over. Half the juveniles in British prisons are there because they have committed serious crimes.

A Jewish lawyer by the name of Anthony Julius has written a book, T.S. Eliot: Anti-Semitism and Literary Form, which can only be described as a heavy-handed attack on the greatest poet of the 20th century. If geniuses like Eliot, not to mention Chaucer, Shakespeare and Wagner, indulged in anti-Semitism, then maybe there is something to the ism. Maybe it’s the anti-anti-Semites who are on the wrong track. Anthony Julius, by the way, is Princess Di’s divorce lawyer, which hardly qualifies him for membership in the pack of Jews that specializes in gunning for Eliot and other prominent non-Jewish writers.

Looking around at what Jews have been up to in the modern world, their leading role in communism, Wall St. and Hollywood and, more recently, their reprehensible doings in Lebanon, how could any reasonable and fair-minded person not be at least a tad anti-Semitic?

An attractive, blonde British civil servant married her black lover in the jail where he was serving time for stomping to death their three-week-old infant because she wouldn’t stop crying. The baby stomper will be out next year.

Holland. Two groups are clashing over the Anne Frank trademark: (1) The Anne Frank Fund, which owns rights to her diary and to all films and plays based on it; (2) The Anne Frank Foundation, which was formed to protect her hideaway house and sells t-shirts, pens, jugs and other souvenirs containing her name or face. The Anne Frank Fund is suing the Anne Frank Foundation for unauthorized commercial exploitation. When the suit was brought to the attention of an instigation subscriber, she wondered if the pens were of the ballpoint variety. At last report a judge ordered the two warring factions to settle their dispute out of court.

France. A French court has held hearings to decide whether a former Vichy cabinet minister should be tried for deporting Jews during the occupation. Maurice Papon, 85, later served as Paris police chief from 1958 to 1967. His relatively unimportant role in the deportations became known in a 1981 interview with the French daily, Libération. Papon said the ADL had been behind efforts to bring him to trial. He then let loose a bombshell by charging that leading French Jews had helped draw up lists of fellow Jews for deportation. For this revelation he was cited for slander by the son of Nazi hunter Serge Klarsfeld. Refusing to take back a word, Papon swore that the roster of Jews to be arrested was compiled by the chief rabbi of France and the General Union of French Jews. Probably the last French official to face the possibility of trial for wartime crimes, Papon
plans to take his case to the France’s Supreme Court.

Polls have long claimed that Abbé Pierre is one of the most, if not the most, popular person in France. Then all of a sudden he was Public Enemy #1. What happened? What caused this steep and rapid descent, a fall as steep and rapid as Lucifer’s from Heaven to the nether regions?

What happened was that the 83-year-old white-bearded churchman, famous for supporting left-wing causes, had said a few sensible things about a book that questioned the Holocaust, currently the most unquestionable of all historical events. The author of the book, The Founding Myths of Israeli Politics, is Roger Garaudy, a free-floating egghead who began life as a Protestant, switched to Catholicism, then to communism and finally to Islam. Abbé Pierre’s critique of Garaudy’s opus was sharp and to the point: “The taboo is over. You [the French people] will no longer be called anti-Jewish or anti-Semitic for saying a Jew sings out of tune.” Such heretical words from a sacred figure, who was once nominated for the Nobel Peace prize, practically knocked the socks off France’s “left-wing cav­­iar set.”

Abbé Pierre’s superiors in the Catholic hierarchy and unchurched liberals and Jews poured on the threats until he backed­­tracked, but not all the way. He refused to retract his wish to see the Holocaust debated, a proposal that is a crime in France, especially if any doubt is cast on the gas chambers, the number of which the Abbé thought was exaggerated. He did say, though, he had never questioned “the atrocious reality” of the Holocaust and had condemned those who “deny, falsify or minimize . . . an indelible stain of shame.”

As for Garaudy, he has been formally charged for breaking the French law that prohibits denial of the existence of crimes against humanity. All this in a country which once prided itself as a beacon of Liberalism, unfortunately, has taught us evidence is overwhelming, even though As in the period following WWI, when American and British “experts” created the incompatible, inviable states of Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia, composed as they were of disparate, mutually hostile peoples, the Yanks and Brits are again planting the seeds of future conflict by insisting on the creation of a “multicultural” (just like present-day America) Bosnia. The Muslim presence in Europe has already reached a critical point, evoking cries of protest from French, Germans, Belgians and other Europeans. Now the U.S. and Britain are attempting to establish a Muslim state in Bosnia that is openly supported, morally and militarily, by Iranian and Turkish co-religionists. Most Europeans would rather see the Islamic presence in all of Europe, including Istanbul (historically and rightfully Constantinople) totally eliminated. Although Europe can only with difficulty still be considered Christian, it does not need or want sectarian zealots running around and stirring up trouble.

Russia. The Russian and Ukrainian peoples suffered far more deaths under communism than the Jews suffered under Nazism. The Germans themselves lost more lives in WWII than did Jews. About 3 million were killed in the war. Some 1.5 million German POWs died in Soviet and Allied camps after they had surrendered. Another 2.1 million civilians expired during their “orderly” post-WWII expulsion from Eastern Europe by the victors. An additional 5 million Germans apparently died of starvation and other causes from 1945 to 1950. Documentation for these figures appears in James Bacque’s book, Other Losses, and his latest opus, Verschwiegene Schuld, available only in German. Since the end of WWII, neither Russians nor Ukrainians nor Germans have whined and squawked and sought reparations.

Some 113,000 Russian Jews have applied to emigrate to Germany. About 40,000 have already done so. Seventy percent of the new immigrants are university graduates. Obviously they must have suffered terrible persecution.

Australia. Like the mass murders in Scotland where a pedophile killed 16 children and one teacher, the mass murderer of 35 in Tasmania was spotted for years by his neighbors as a first-class wacko, who often would threaten to shoot anybody who came knocking at his door. Liberalism, unfortunately, has taught us that criminals must go free, unless they are caught in the act or the circumstantial evidence is overwhelming, even though their behavior over the years has proved time and time again that they should be put away. The Scottish queer had exposed his queerness to practically everyone in the town. Someday it might dawn on liberals that it is safer for all concerned—even them—to lock up a potential mass murderer before, not after, he pulls the trigger.
Unique Book Auction

Here is a never-to-be-repeated chance for right-wing bibliophiles to acquire an entire library of politically incorrect books. The highest bidder by August 1 will receive the entire collection. Bids under $1,000 will not be considered. Sorry, no bidding for selected books. It's all or nothing. All books are in very good shape except that those marked with an asterisk may contain some written notations or have rumpled covers. Send your bid to Howard Allen, P.O. Box 76, Cape Canaveral, FL 32920. (s) indicates softcover; (h) hardcover.